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I. INTRODUCTION

This report describes work performed in the course of a program

to investigate magnetostatic wave (FSW) device techniques for phased

array antennas and microwave signal processing. At the start of this

program, initial experiments on variable delay( ) and also broadband

linearly dispersive delay(2) using magnetostatic wave delay lines had

been demonstrated. Both of these device characteristics have a

potentially wide application in radar and ECM systems. However, these

magnetostatic wave devices had significant phase error (>1000) which

reduced their allure. Thus, the main thrust of this program was to

reduce the phase error to less than 100, which is typically required for

devices in radar and ECM systems.

Following this introduction, the basic concepts of magnetostatic

wave delay lines used in phased array antennas are discussed. Because

MSWs are dispersive, ideas derived from considering nondispersive delay

lines require some modification, before being applied to MSW.

Single film delay lines are discussed in Section 2. Constant

delay lines are briefly described and a possible technique to obtain

variable delay by changing the ground plane spacing is critically

examined. This technique was found to be inappropriate. Calculations

on variable delay lines using presently available "up-chirp" and "down-

chirp" delay lines in cascade are described, and it is concluded that

sufficiently low phase errors can be obtained if the delay adjustment is

restricted to <10 nS. Measurements on a variable delay line using a
A.

magnetostatic forward-volume wave (FVW) "up-chirp" and a backward-volume

wave (BVW) "down-chirp" delay line are described. In these experiments

the center frequency of the FVW device could be changed by an

electromagnet incorporated in its bias field magnet arrangement.

" ".."" ".. . . . . . . . . -. . . . - " " " -- , , .. = .. . ..... ."' . - - -



Although variable delay was demonstrated, the phase errors obtained were
much larger than predicted and emphasized the need to reduce amplitude and

phase ripple due to reflections, higher order modes, etc. These mechanisms

can cause phase ripple significantly larger than the ripple due to the MSW

dispersion.

Techniques to achieve low phase error delay lines using special

transducer arrangements which compensate for the nonlinear variation in

HSW delay were conceived. Calculations show that these relatively

simple techniques can be applied in devices for phased array antennas

where the delay is <50 nS, but are not suitable for longer delays

required in ECM systems. A test device was constructed and tested but

e.m. feedthrough was too large, due to the extensive microstrip

circuitry required, so that small phase errors due to the MSW could not

be measured.

Desibn and construction of a BVW "down-chirp" delay line and a

surface wave (SW) "up-chirp" delay line operating around 3 GHz are

described. Both of these devices had differential delays of 200 nS or

-. more, making them potentially useful in either ECM or very large phased

array antenna applications. Backward-volume waves are very useful in

the construction of "down-chirp" delay lines. However, the degree of

control over their dispersion characteristics which can be achieved via

the ground plane spacing is limited. The limitation arises since the

ground plane makes the BVW "walk off." This effect is significant when

k 4 (ground plane spacing)- 1 and is discussed in detail in Section 2.6.

Magnetostatic surface waves propagating on a metallized surface

of a YIG film show high group velocities with approximately linear delay

with frequency characteristics. They thus have potential applications

as the "up-chirp" delay line in a variable delay module. Experimental

work has not been performed on this topic during this contract period,

however, a theory to explain the excitation of SWs by both slot line and

co-planar wave guide transducers has been derived and is described in

Section 2.7.

2
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A technique to achieve low phase error dispersive delay lines

with FVWs is described in Section 3. Initially, the delay line was

considered as composed of several different sections, each with a

different ground plane spacing. The length of each section was then

optimized to provide a minimum phase error over an approximately 1 GHz

bandwidth. An experimental device was constructed which gave

• .. encouraging results but had large delay ripple attributed to reflections

from a step between different ground plane spacings. This technique has

been extended to the case of a continuous variation in ground plane

A, spacing, and a computer program developed which calculates the

coefficients of a quadratic variation in ground plane spacing. This

technique predicts that phase errors of <200 can be obtained.

Propagation of magnetostatic volume waves in YIG films

magnetized in an arbitrary direction is described in Section 4.

Calculations and experiments were performed for two cases, a) with the

bias field in the plane defined by the normal to the film and the

propagation direction (FVW-BVW) and b) the plane defined by the normal

* 4 to the film and the in-plane normal to the propagation direction (FVW-

SW). In both cases agreement between calculations and measurement was

very good. Based on this work a technique to achieve variable delay

using a single delay line was developed. Variation in delay of * 20%

over an approximately 150 MHz bandwidth in X-band was achieved by

varying the angle of the bias field in the FVW-BVW plane. It was

necessary to adjust the bias field at each angle in order to keep the

center frequency of the delay line constant.

Hitherto unexpected beam steering of FVWs was reported

previously,(3 ) and in Section 5 work performed on measurements of this

phenomena and possible explanations are described. Beam steering was

felt to be a potential source of ripple in FVW delay lines and of other

unexplained observations. Beam-steering measurements were performed

using a co-axial probe and results obtained were qualitatively the same

as those of other workers. ( 3 ) Previously, the beam steering was

attributed to an in-plane component of magnetization(3 ); however, we

3
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were not able to find a convincing physical reason for the presence of

the in-plane component in epitaxial YIG films grown on <111>-oriented

gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) substrates. Several other explanations

were considered and the one which fits our experimental observations

best is diffraction from the edge of the transducer.

The technical section of the report concludes with a discussion

of SW propagation in double films. First, the theory of ISW propaga-

tion and transduction in double YIG film structures is developed.

Experiments performed on both epitaxially grown double film structures

and arrangements of coupled single films are described, and in all cases

agreement between measurements and calculations is good. Finally, the

growth of YIG/Sm:GGG/YIG/GGG substrate structures is described.

1.1 Magnetostatic Wave Delay Lines in Phased Arrays

Variable magnetostatic wave delay lines are potentially useful

in phased array antennas because of the wide instantaneous bandwidth

-* obtained when real time delay, as opposed to phase shift with a limited

O-2w radians range, is used for beam steering.

One of the basic functions of control devices in a phased array

antenna is to provide a planephase wavefront which propagates at an

angle e to the antenna surface. In its simplest form, this could be
WoLn sin idone by the insertion of a phase shift *n - v in the feed to

each element in the array so as to equalize the total phase shift

between the signal source and the desired phasefront. This is shown in

Figure 1 for the extreme elements (0 and n) in a linear array. In

present phased array antennas, the absolute phase shift is not equalized

but rather phase shifters, variable over a 0-2w range, are adjusted to

produce a planephase front. This small phase variation can be used to

steer even large arrays since contributions from individual elements

will add in phase as long as their absolute phase differs only by 21M,

where n is an integer. Use of 0-2w phase shifters, however, limits the

instantaneous bandwidth of the array.

.44
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For operation of a phased array over a wide instantaneous

frequency band, not only must the phase at each element be set to give

the required beam angle at a certain frequency, say midband (wo), but

the rate of change with frequency must be set so as to keep the beam

angle constant with variations in frequency. These conditions on the

required phase shift can be summarized as
-(i.L
•~ On

#n r - sin 0

and
n  t

lrn -n sin 6 [2]
-aw

where 9n is the phase shift at element n, w is the angular frequency, I

is the distance of the element from one end of the linear array, V is

the velocity of light in air, and 6 is the beam-pointing angle.

Obviously, the conditions given in Equations 1 and 2 are

satisfied simultaneously by a nondispersive delay line, i.e., a delay

line in which the phase velocity and group velocity are equal and

invariant with frequency. However, magnetostatic wave delay lines are

dispersive, as are lumped-constant, stripline, and folded-tape-meander

. delay lines. Here, dispersive means that the phase velocities and group

velocities are not equal and, in the context of Equations 1 and 2,
i n 3W _n

"a.

- a

The variation of phase shift with frequency for an ideal nondispersive

variable delay line and a magnetostatic wave variable delay line is

shown in Figure 2. In this figure, 1, 2, and 3 refer to three different
bias field values for delay line characteristics with the same group

delay, i.e., a*/aw. Note that the phase shift of the MSW does not

extrapolate to zero at zero frequency.

This implies that if the absolute phase at midband is set using

a dispersive delay line to produce a beam angle e, then any change in

6
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frequency will result in a change in e. However, since absolute phase

shift cannot be distinguished from O-2ni, then it may be possible to

adjust the phase shift of the MSW delay line to a suitable value of

O-2nx at midband. Then, providing the group delay is simultaneously

adjusted to the correct value, the beam will be steered in the desired
a~n

direction, i.e., the delay line is adjusted so that On and T.- are set

to the required values simultaneously. This may necessitate bias field

control of both "up-chirp" and "down-chirp" delay lines if this

technique is used to achieve variable delay. Alternatively, it will be

possible to use a variable dispersive delay line, e.g., a magnetostatic

wave device and a 0-2w phase shifter as shown in Figure 3. Here, the

phase shifter trims the total phase shift to give the desired beam angle

(e) at midband with the delay line adjusted so that

n = n sin e

The necessary phase shift could be integrated with the GaAs

power amplifier in an active aperture array. If, however, the delay

lines are used to feed subarrays, as shown in Figure 4, then the

dispersive nature of the magnetostatic wave delay line does not

introduce an increase in component count.

8
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2. SINGLE FILM DELAY LINES

2.1 Constant Delay

Previously reported work (2 '4 ) has shown how the presence of a

close proximity ground plane to a yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film may

usefully modify the magnetostatic dispersion characteristics (Figure 5).

In fact, all three types of magnetostatic wave can be so influenced by the

ground plane to give useful ranges of constant delay (5 '6 ) over bandwidths

from 200 to 500 MHz. Contant delay means constant to within 1 to 5%. In

practice, a necessarily finite conductivity ground plane does cause some

attenuation of the magnetostatic wave (7) due to eddy current damping.

However, this attenuation was generally found to be an acceptable price to

pay for the simplicity of the technique -- single film plus ground plane

-- in most parameter ranges. There are in any practical device always two

ground planes. Frequently, the second ground plane is the delay line box

lid or the metallization on an alumina substrate supporting the microstrip

feedlines and transducers. These second ground planes are usually at

least ten times further removed from the YIG film compared to the spacing

of that plane specifically designed to influence the MSW dispersion

characteristics. In these cases the influence of this second plane can be

readily ignored.

* One of the aims of this program was to develop techniques to

obtain electronically variable delay. The ground plane spacing from the

YIG film was a possible parameter to achieve this aim. Unfortunately,

calculations performed under this contract failed to yield a way of

adjusting the constant delay region by control of the ground plane

spacing. This spacing from a YIG film changed the delay characteristic

but not in a useful way. This is illustrated in Figure 6a for forward-

volume waves (FVWs). A ground plane spacing (t) of 150 microns from a 20

* 11
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micron film gave a region of constant delay over about 400 MHz. The

second ground plane spaced (s) at 0.55 mm maximized this constant delay

range. (6  Changing t to 100 microns did not move this constant delay

region either up or down, but distorted it. A not so drastic but similar

situation was found for backward-volume waves (BVWs; Figure 6b). Thus,

the single film plus ground plane could be made to yield a constant delay,

but this delay was not readily adjustable through a parameter such as the

ground plane spacing.

2.2 "Up-Chirp" and "Down-Chirp" Calculations

A suitable ground plane spacing could also be chosen to yield a

region of linear delay variation.(2 ) If a BVW delay line was employed in

series with either a FVW or a surface wave (SW) line, then a constant

delay resulted. Additionally, the constant delay was adjustable(1) if one

of the delay line responses was made to slide along the frequency axis,

e.g., by adjusting the static bias field on one of the delay lines. For a

constant total delay, the delay-versus-frequency slopes of each device

must be numerically equal as shown in Figure 7. Figure 8a gives the

results of a calculation of the constant delay achievable over a 200 MHz

bandwidth at X-band and shows how the delay could be increased or

decreased by varying the bias field on the FVW delay line. A figure of

merit for the constancy of the delay is the phase deviation from linearity

over the operating bandwith. A calculation of this for the curves of

Figure 8a is shown in Figure 8b. This deviation is too large for curves

(a) and (c) to be of practical value in, e.g., a phased array radar

antenna, particularly curve (a). It results primarily from the large

absolute delay of about 270 nS of the combined delay lines. Smaller phase

deviation could be obtained using delay lines with shorter time delay. If

a sacrifice in bandwidth was made, then the phase error could be reduced

to * 30 over the frequency range 9.50 to 9.65 GHz, and this * 30 error

could be maintained over a delay range adjustment of * 5 nS, i.e., from

258 to 268 nS [curves (b) and (c) of Figure 8a). This 150 MHz bandwidth

translates to a 135 MHz bandwidth at 3 GHz. The necessary adjustment in

13
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*Figure 6. (a) Delay versus frequency for a FVW with a ground piaie at
0.55 -m and a second one at the respective positions of LOO and
150 microns. (b) Delay versus frequency for a BVW with a
ground plane at 1 cm and a second one at the respective
positions of 20 and 40 microns.
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Figure 7. Computed delay versus frequency for a IVW "up-chirp" and a BVW
"down-chirp" with numerically equal average slopes over the
range 9 to 9.8 Glz. FVW curve: 26.4 Um film thickness;
26.4 um ground plane spacing; 3071 Gauss bias field. BVW
curve: 15 Pm film thickness; 150 ur ground plane spacing; 2750
Gauss bias field.
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Figure 8a. Combined delay versus frequency from the curves of Figure 7
with equalized average slopes over the range 9.47 to 9.68 GHz;
(a) FVW bias field 3041 Gauss, (b) 3071 Gauss, (c) 3101 Gauss;
FW pathlength 1 cm; BVW pathlength 1.072 cm.
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Figure 8b. Phase deviation from linearity versus frequency for the curves
of Figure 8a with respect to a least-squares-fitted phase
function for each curve in Figure 8a.
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Figure 9a. Delay versus frequency for FVW and BVW delay line designed for
an optimum degree of delay linearity by the ground plane
spacings (t). The delay slopes are numerically equalized by
having a FVW pathlength of 2 -m and 3W pathlength of
3.28 u.
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Figure 9b. Phase error or phase deviation from a quadratic function
versus frequency for the above delay curves of Figure 9a.
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the static bias field of the "up-chirp" delay to get the * 5 nS shift is

only * 15 Gauss in about 5000 Gauss of external field at X-band.

One potential application of MSW variable delay lines is in air-

borne radar. For example, an X-band radar for use in a fighter aircraft

may have an antenna in the approximate shape of an ellipse, the major

and minor axes of which measure about 90 cm and 50 cm, respectively.

This antenna could have more than 500 radiating elements with the phase

to each element preset to achieve a desired radiation pattern and to

have steering of the radiated beam accomplished mechanically. In fact,

beam steering could be achieved electronically over a * 600 angle by MSW

delay lines which had no more than a ± 2.7 nS adjustable delay at X-

band. With these numbers in mind, it was interesting to ask what could

be achieved in terms of phase error using presently available FVW and

BVW delay line characteristics. To produce short delays (~10 nS)

requires a combination of thick YIG films and short pathlengths for the

magnetostatic waves. Figure 9a shows the calculated delay versus

frequency for 100 pa thick YIG films supporting either an FVW or a BVW

over a 2 - and 3.28 sm pathlength, respectively. The different path-

lengths ensure the delay slopes are numerically equal. In Figure 9b the

phase error versus frequency is plotted for the two curves of Figure 9a.

The FVW results show a maximum phase error of * 40 over the full 900 MHz

bandwidth. If attention is confined to the inter-al 9.75 GHz to 10.2

G~z, the BVW results also lie within a * 40 band. With the parameters

used here, such a device would have a 450 MHz bandwidth at X-band with a

total delay adjustment of approximately 10 to 15 nS. This adjustment

would be obtained by sweeping the FVW curve of Figure 9a parallel to the

frequency axis over a 450 MHz range. The total phase error would not

exceed t 80 under these conditions. This is an encouraging result

because it has been achieved without using any phase error compensation

technique. With compensation techniques to be described later, it may

be possible to reduce the phase error to ± 20.

18
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2.3 "Up-Chirp" and "Down-Chirp" Heasurements

An experimental adjustable delay line has been reported(1 ) using

a BVW delay line in series with a SW line. The device operated at

S-band and displayed a constant-but-adjustable delay from about 165 to

185 nS over a 250 MHz bandwidth. Curiously, the SW delay line had

parameters which would have guaranteed its delay to be far from an

optimum degree of linearity based on experience reported here. A

similar adjustable delay line was fabricated on this program which used

a BW delay line in series with a FVW one. It was decided to use a FVW

"up-chirp" filter instead of the SW filter and obtain improved bandwidth

as a result.

Delay calculations were performed for single 54 micron thick YIG

films grown epitaxially on GGG. Delay linearity was optimized by placing

a single ground plane 54 microns from the YIG film for the FVW device and

400 microns for the BW device. The two slopes were respectively calcu-

lated as 93 nS/Glz/cm and -68 nS/GHz/cm and, in order to equalize them

numerically, the FVW delay line was designed to have a pathlength of

7.33 - and the BVW delay line a 10 mm pathlength. The 54 micron spacing

was achieved by grinding down a piece of Corning 7059 glass optically

cemented to a gold-plated commercial alumina substrate. The 54 micron
glass spacer then formed a dielectric spacer on which the microstrip

feeds, and transducers were fabricated using conventional photolithog-

raphy. For the 400 micron spacer, a conventional 25 mil alumina

substrate was thinned down to 16 mils by grinding, and then microstrip

feeds and transducers were defined photolithographically in 5 micron

gold film. The transducers were 50 pm wide over a 5 m length equal to

the YIG width. They were then extended beyond the YIG as 50 ohm

microstrip lines to have an overall electrical length of one quarter

.5 wavelength at midband measured from the open circuited end to the YIG

*, midpoint. This ensured a microstrip current maximum at the center of

the YIG sample. The YIG samples were cut from a 2-inch diameter wafer

S and measured 25 m by 5 m. Each was bevelled to 1 at the ends as an

aid to suppressing MSW reflections.

19
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The static bias fields were provided by Sm-Co magnets. For the

FVW delay line, a conventional-type yoke machined from low-carbon steel

surrounded these magnets and gave a 3 mm airgap for the device. The

typical field profile for this type of structure is shown in Figure 10.

Over the active region. of the YIG film, the field was uniform to about

0.1%. The BVW delay line was a more difficult design because the

magnetic field must run parallel to the YIG film. The solution was to

use only Sm-Co magnets with no yoke and magnetized on their small or end

faces, as shown in Figure 11. Field calculations showed that for a

given thickness of magnet there was optimum separation of the polepieces

to give a maximum field uniformity over the YIG active region. In

Figure 11 the 25 mm square magnets gave a field uniformity of 1% over a

1 cm pathlength along the long axis of the YIG sample. Transverse to

the long axis, the field uniformity was about 1.5% across the 5 mm width

of the sample. The delay adjustment was readily achieved by winding

bias coils on the yoke of the permanent magnet assembly for the FVW "up-

chirp" delay line in Figure 10. A dc current through these coils could

shift the net bias field on the YIG film either up or down about the

fixed value of 2.5 kG provided by the Sm-Co permanent-magnet polepieces

and yoke assembly.

Initial transmission measurements on both delay lines showed

substantial interference from reflected triple-transit signals. The

bevelled sample ends were not sufficient to suppress these.

Additionally, the steep fall-off in magnetic field immediately beyond

the transducers in the BVW device was certain to have caused reflections

of the bidirectional waves. Fortunately, considerable improvement was

achieved by evaporating a thin (-500A) Al film on each end of the YIG

films and extending up almost to where the transducers contacted the

films. These Al films acted as areas of ohmic loss for the MSWs. The

completed delay lines are shown in Figure 12. The bias coils on the FVW

delay lines are clearly visible. These coils had a sufficient number of

turns on them to cause a 500 MHz shift in the operating frequency of the

delay line when fed by a dc current of 21A.

20
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Figure 12. Photograph of the assembled constant-but-adjustable delay
line module. The bias coils for adjusting the FVW delay
line element are visible on the magnet yoke structure.
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Figure 13. Upper curve* Transmission loss versus frequency for the BVW
delay line over part of its bandwidth.

Lover curve: Delay versus frequency for the same delay line.
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The transmission loss (S12) and delay versus frequency are shown

for the BVW device in Figure 13. The transmission loss is quite smooth

and ripple-free except in the vicinity of the band edge at 3.55 GHz.

The delay results reflect this performance. The 400 micron ground plane

spacing has ensured a fairly linear group delay from about 3.5 to

2.9 GHz. However, residual transmission loss ripple limits the useful

delay region from 3.2 GHz to 2.9 GHz. The mean slope of the delay curve

between 3.5 GHz and 2.9 GHz is 71 nS/GHz, a figure quite close to the

calculated value of 68 nS/GHz. Figure 14 shows the corresponding S12

and delay values for the FVW device. The delay curve has more ripple

than the BVW delay line and S12 shows a greater loss value. The mean

slope of the delay curve is 64 nS/GHz over the frequency range 2.5 to

3.0 GHz. The reason the two slopes of 71 and 64 nS/GHz were not closer

to the calculated value of 68 nS/GHz is believed to be due to experi-

mental tolerances in assembling the delay lines, particularly the FVW

delay line with its close ground plane spacing requirement. Just what

would be an ultimate attainable degree of accuracy has not been

studieu. But at least the above two measured numbers could be corrected

by redesigning the transducer separation to equalize the delay slopes.

Thus, the total delay was not quite constant since the two delay slopes

were not equal. Figure 15 shows the combined performances over a 400

MHz bandwidth. An approximately constant delay was obtained and it was

adjustable by varying the FVW bias field. However, delay ripple was

clearly a problem and ways of minimizing it are of prime importance.

Future work will have to address this problem.

2.4 Delay Error Compensation

An ideal linear dispersive delay line would have a delay versus

frequency curve with no delay deviation or delay error from a straight

line; expressed otherwise, there would be no phase deviation or phase

error from a quadratic variation. Presently, simple MSW delay lines

using either single films and a uniform ground plane spacing or double

YLG films still show a residual delay ripple even after they have been

25
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Figure 14. Upper curve: Transmission loss versus frequency for the FVW
delay line over part of its bandwidth.

Lower curve: Delay versus frequency for the same delay line.
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Figure 15. Upper curve: Transmission loss versus frequency for the
combined FVW and 5W delay lines at 2 bias
field values on the 1VW delay line.

Lower curve: The corresponding delay versus frequency for the
combined delay lines at the 2 bias field values.
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optimized for a linear delay variation. It is intrinsic to the MSW and

takes the form of a slow W- or S-type variation superposed on the

nominally linear delay. It can in principle be compensated for by the

use of multiple transducers over most of the useful bandwidth in a delay

line. One approach is illustrated in Figure 16, whereby an array

consisting of a combined bar and interdigital transducer for the

transmitter and receiver has a delay variation approximately opposite in

sign to the delay deviation of the basic delay line with single finger

transducers. An analysis based on regarding each finger as a launcher

or receiver of MSWs of the form aeikx is easy to implement. Reflections

between fingers are neglected, a is an amplitude weighting factor for a

wave of wavevector k propagating in the +x direction. Thus, the

response (R) of the transducers in Figure 16 can be written:

R eikL a,2 ei2k(L2) +a2 ei2kL2 2 ik(t+

[3)
ik( -K i d

+ 2R a e 1 2 ++ 2 3 +e 2)
1 3

where, in particular, al - + 1/2, a 2 - + 1, Q3 * -1/2 for the bar and

interdigital combination. L is the separation of the inner or -1/2

amplitude transducers and typically L I cm and is >> XI or X2" (The

response has a phase 4 given by

4- kL + t4J

where * = tan-1 (B/A) and A and B are, respectively, the sum of the real

and imaginary contributions in Equation 3.) Therefore, the actual delay

(g) is given by

g 1 1/2w a3laf - 1/2w ak/af(L + a*/3k) - go + Ag,
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Figure 16. Combined bar and interdigital transducers (a) to produce
delay compensation for a typical quasilinear magnetostatic
wave delay function (b).
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where go is the intrinsic group delay in the absence of any correction

Ag from the multiple transducers.

As an example of what might be expected by way of phase error

improvement, Figure 17 shows the results of a calculation for a 50 Om

.*. YIG film optimally spaced 50 um from a ground plane to give a quasi-

linear delay for FVWs. It was found initially that two sets of
transducers overcompensated the delay ripple and one set with a single

finger receiver transducer was sufficient. In Figure 17 the phase error

has been reduced from about * 300 to about ± 120 by this approach except

at the band edges - below 2.7 GHz or above 3.2 GHz.

A second approach to error compensation uses transducers with a

unidirectional characteristic which gives an added bonus of compensating

for the usual 3 dB loss of bidirectional FVW and BVW transducers.

Figure 18 shows a two-finger transmitter transducer feeding two-finger

receiver transducers on either side of it. One finger of each pair

requires an appropriate 900 phase shift in the microwave drive current

with which it is fed. Proceeding as before, the amplitudes from each of

the receiver pairs is summed to give:

R - ekL (al2 (e12kl + eik6 -d22 {1 + ei( 2ki + k6)}

[5]
i(kl + w/2) eik6+ C e 1+e 1})

In Figure 18, al - 02 - 1 and 6 is the difference in pathlength between

the + and - waves, i.e., the + wave travels a distance L and the -wave a

distance L + 6. Delay compensation occurs because of this small

difference. Equation 3 applied to Figure 18 reduces to a simplified

form:

ik(L + I + 6/2) k6 k6
R 41 (o -- i sin sin u) [6]
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Figure 17. Phase error versus frequency for a 50 umn YIG film spaced
50 urn from a ground plane. The compensated delay curve
employed a bar-interdigital transducer combination as a
transmitter and a single-finger receiver.
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Figure 18. Use of unidirectional transducers to recover all
bidirectlonality loss and simultaneously compensate for
delay ripple.
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Figure 19 is an example of this unidirectional transducer approach

applied to a BVW dispersive delay line. A 50 pm YIG film spaced 400 pm

from a ground plane gives a region of quasilinear delay with a maximum

delay error of 0.3 nS. The unidirectional transducer compensation

reduces this to about 0.1 nS over most of the band, 2.9 to 3.2 GHz in

the calculated example.

A transducer assembly to achieve these aims was designed and

fabricated. Figure 20 is a photograph of the photolithographic mask

used to generate the pattern. Each transducer pair has one member with

a 900 phase shift and each pair is fed or combined by a Wilkinson

combiner. This combiner provides about 20 dB of coupling isolation

between each member of a pair. The 100 ohm resistors were subminiature

discrete components bonded onto the microstrip after fabrication. In

order for the assembly to work as required, care had to be taken to

ensure the correct phasing sense of each pair. Prior to fabrication,

the whole microstrip circuit was analyzed with the aid of SUPER-

COHPACT(8 ) for correct electrical performance.

Initial measurements with a 50 pm YIG film on a 400 pm alumina

substrate have been disappointing due to a high level of extraneous rf

feedthrough. Much time was spent in the design stage trying to minimize

the required "real estate" for the microstrip, but it could not be

squeezed onto anything smaller than a 2 inch x 1 inch commercial

substrate for S-band operation. Electrical cross-coupling due to the

close proximity of some of the transmitter circuitry to the receiver

circuitry may be causing problems. Present measurements of Sll or S22

give a confusing picture that strongly hints at a moderate to severe rf

feedthrough or rf cross-coupling problem.

Utilizing the experience gained above, a second delay-correcting

transducer has been designed using the interdigital-bar approach for

FVWs. The photolithographic mask for this is shown in Figure 21. By

going to X-band operation, the transducer overall length has been

shortened and in this way there is improved separation between input and
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Figure 19. Calculated delay error for uncompensated and unidirectional
compensated transducers versus frequency. Film thickness,
50 uim; ground plane spacing, 400 pim; unidirectional
transducer pair separation, 250 uim; transmitter-receiver
separation, 0.5 cm; D - differential path difference between
transmitter and the two receivers.
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" Figure 20. Magnified drawing of the photolithographic mask used for

fabricating the unidirectional transducers and also showing
the location of the discrete 100 ohm resistors for the
Wilkinson combiners.
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fabricating the delay error-compensating transducer. Also
shown are the location of the 100 ohm discrete resistors
used for the Wilkinson combiners.
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output transducers compared to Figure 20. Thus, the isolation between

ports should be improved when metal walls are made as part of the delay

line box, and they will be midway between the ports and extend up to the

YIG sample. The fabrication technique will use commercial 10 mil thick

sapphire on which to define the microstrip circuitry in 5 um gold. A

50 Pm thick YIG-film sample measuring 25 mm by 5 mm will then be glued

face down on the sapphire with optical cement. The GGG epitaxial layer

above the YIG will then be ground down to 50 um thickness and the ground

surface then metallized in Au. In this way a quasilinear FVW dispersive

delay line will result with delay correction provided by the

interdigital-bar trrnsducer combination. At this time the device has

yet to be completed. Note that the predicted delay errors are very

small and for this reason other sources of delay ripple such as rf

feedthrough, reflections, etc. must be minimized, otherwise they will

dominate the measured results.

-. 2.5 Low Phase Error Dispersive Delay Lines

In this subsection we give two examples of recently fabricated

S-band dispersive delay lines using the single film approach. Both were

designed to give a linear differential delay of 200 nS over a 500 MHz

bandwidth. These parameters are more applicable to the time dispersive

delay elements in a microscan receiver than to variable delay lines for

phased array antennas. The first used BVWs in a 20 um YIG film spaced

127 pm from a ground plane. Figure 22a shows the calculated delay

versus frequency expected for this device with arrows defining the

region of linear delay. Figure 22b shows the corresponding phase error

expected over a 1 cm pathlength for the bandwidth defined by the arrows

in Figure 22a. A commircial 5 mil thick alumina substrate provided the

dielectric spacer upon which were fabricated the transducers and micro-

strip feedlines. The transducers were 50 um wide lines 5 mm long which

then were continued as 50 ohm microstrip lines on the 5 mil alumina and

left open-circuited at their ends. With a 5 mm wide YIG sample the

transducer electrical length was one quarter wavelength at midband from
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Figure 22. (a) Calculated delay versus frequency for BVWs in a 20 um
thick YIG film spaced 127 um from a ground plane. Arrows
define a 500 MHz band of linear delay; H - 505G, transducer
path separation 1 ca. (b) Phase error or phase deviation
from a least-squares-fitted quadratic variation versuR
frequency corresponding to the linear delay region defined

in Figure 22a.
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the open-circuited ends to the midpoint of the YIG width. A 2 cm path-

* length was required to achieve the 200 nS of differential delay. This

pathlength further dictated Sm-Co magnets measuring 1.5 inch x 1 inch to

achieve a field uniformity of * 1% over the device active region.

Figure 23 shows the transmission loss and delay versus frequency

responses. The 200 nS linear differential delay was achieved although

it was upon a pedestal of 220 nS. At the low-k end of the band

significant ripple is evident, at least in part attributed to the

asymmetric walk-off angles which will be discussed later. Figure 24 is

a photograph of the device showing one of the Sm-Co magnets lying on the

lid. Calculations have predicted a maximum phase error of * 450 over

the 500 MHz bandwidth for this delay line with its 2 cm pathlength.

This figure awaits experimental verification and requires a software

modification to the network analyzer program for its measurement.

The second delay line employed SWs with a new approach to

obtaining the ground plane spacing (Figure 25). A 10 micron thick YIG

film was glued face down on an optically transparent sapphire substrate.

The substrate was a commercially available 25 mil thick variety upon

which the transducers and microstrip lines had been photolithograph-

ically defined in 5 micron gold. As with the BVW delay line, the 50 um

wide transducers were 5 mm long under the 5 mm wide YIG sample. They

then continued as 50 ohm microstrip lines and were left open-circuited.

The electromagnetic length, as before, was one quarter wavelength at

midband from the open-circuited end to the midpoint of the YIG width.

Optical transparency was required to allow curing of the glue (Norland

#61 optical cement) by a UV light source. The GGG substrate on the YIG

was then ground down to 50 microns and the ground surface plated with Au

to 5 um for the ground plane. A 200 nS differential delay required a

2.5 cm pathlength and hence magnets measuring 2.75 inch x 0.75 inch to

give a * 1% field uniformity. Figure 26a shows the calculated delay

versus frequency for a 1 cm pathlength with arrows defining a 500 MHz

bandwidth of approximately linear delay. Figure 26b shows the

corresponding phase error over the linear delay region again for a 1 cm
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Figure 25. Perspective sketch of the SW dispersive delay line
construction. The SW propagates on the YIG film surface in
contact with the sapphire substrate.
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* linear delay region In Figure 26a.
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pathlength. Figure 27 shows the measured transmission loss and delay

versus frequency. The 200 nS differential delay was met and, except

again for amplitude ripple, the device performed as expected.

Calculations had shown this delay line should have a maximum phase error

of only * 120 for the 2.4 cm pathlength of the device, but this remains

to be measured. Figure 28 is a photograph of the device before

deposition of the top metallization showing the one Sm-Co magnet

required to generate approximately 350G of bias field.

2.6 Backward-Volume Wave Walk-Off

BVW beam walk-off is an interesting effect which results from a

magnetostatic asymmetry caused by the presence of asymmetrically dis-

posed ground planes on either side of the YIG; it cin result in ampli-

tude and delay ripple in BW delay lines. In a wide enough sample, this

walk-off of the beam could be compensated for by offsetting the receiver

transducer with respect to the transmitter transducer to intercept the

wavefront. However, in samples of practical widths ( 1 cm) this may

not readily be achieved because the walk-off angles can be quite large

- see Table 1 for some representative values. Additionally, the walk-

off angle varies with frequency, particularly at the band edge.

Take the plane of the YIG film as the x-y plane with the static

bias field (H) along x. For a sample of finite width (W), the magneto-

static boundary conditions are not satisfied by a standing transverse

wave of the form sin kyy, where ky - n7r/W for a single ground plane or

two ground planes asymmetrically disposed about either face of the

YIG. A present solution to the problem is to allow a travelling trans-

verse wave of the form eikyy to exist when all boundary conditions are

satisfied and a dispersion relation of the following form results:

tan 24 - a1HN(tanh Ns + tanh Nt

Pi2 - + (h2ky + N tanh Ns)(p 2ky - N tanh Nt)
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d is the YIG film thickness and s and t are the respective ground plane

spacings. The YIG permeability tensor components p1 and P2 are given in

terms of the field H, magnetization 4M and frequency f as:

47 MH 4w(f/28 )

2 2 2 [8J
2f 22

-H "- H H
<2.8)

The BVW has an x-component of wavevector kx related by the equations:

M 2 - k2/p1 + ky
2 , N2 " k2 + ky2  9]

i Figure 29 is a locus of kx and ky at a fixed frequency for two ground

plane locations: 1) s - t - 400 um; 2) s - 1 cm, t - 400 um. In a

sample of finite width W, Equation 7 is satisfied simultaneously for two

values of ky at a given value of f and kx such that k + k - 2w/W, as
y y y

shown in Figure 29. If s - t, then symmetry has k_+ M ky- = ky and

ky = i/W as for FVWs. Thus, in Figure 30 the BVW is characterized by two

wavevectors, k1 and k2 , inclined to x or the field direction at angles al

and a2 , respectively. The power flow angles *1 and 02 are the angles with
respect to the wavevectors k1 and k2 and the power flow direction which is
.., normal to the curve. kI and k2 are each given by k12 2 +2normal to th cure. 2  k1  ky ; k2 "

+ ky * In general, if the ground plane spacings t and s are unequal,

then kI * k2, and I  a2 , and 01 * 02. Thus, a transducer of BVWs would

launch two waves k, and k2 inclined at angles a1 and Q2 to the x-axis and

power flow would occur at angles *l and *2 with respect to k, and k2 . At

a receiving transducer the two waves would add to produce a varying

amplitude with frequency because each would experience a different path

between input and output transducers. If s and t are equal, then this

asymmetry would disappear as shown in Figure 29 for s - t - 400 microns.

Table I gives a list of representative values of the above parameters as a

function of frequency for a - 1 cm, t - 400 microns, H - 0.7 kG, and W -

0.5 cm. Table 1 was obtained from a program which worked as follows. For

a given frequency and al value, it calculated k, using the standard BVW

dispersion relation for an infinite width sample. It then evaluated a 2
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Figure 29. Two solutions to the BVW dispersion relation given by
Equation 7 at a fixed frequency of 3.6 GHz. Shown are two
locations for a transverse wavevector appropriate to a 1 cm
wide YIG sample.
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and hence k2 such that k1 cos a1 - cOs a2 • Finally, it compared

(k1 sin a1 + k2 sin a2) with 2w/W and repeated the whole calculation with

a reset value of al1 until an equality was obtained. The walk-off angles

were calculated from a derived relation:

tan 1 - F - kw(F ) [10]
k aa Ja -1

24_ where F - dispersion relation for propagation at angle a to the field

H. Thus, in Table 1, k1 sin al + k2 sin/a2 - 2i10.5 to an accuracy of

0.001. Table 1 shows, as might be expected, that where k1 or k2 are

comparable to 2w/W, then kI and k2 are most unequal in value as are the

numerical value of a1 and a2. Hence, any amplitude ripple resulting

from unequal pathlengths is going to be most manifest at the high-

frequency (i.e., low k) end of the BVW band. Qualitatively, this is

what is found experimentally, although a quantitative estimate of the

ripple amplitude using the above analysis has not yet been made.

2.7 Coplanar Excitation of Magnetostatic Surface Waves

2.7.1 Coupling Constants

We here treat the theory of the generation of magnetostatic

waves by currents flowing in a metallic plane adjacent to the magnetic

medium. Such systems are slot lines and coplanar waveguides, which are

sketched in Figure 31.

We state and coment on the results, derivations being relegated

to Appendix I.

For surface waves, the forward and backward ranges of waves on a

ferrite film adjacent to a metal are very different, as drawn in

Figure 32. When k is positive, solutions exist between fmin and 2max,

amin - (H2 + SIH)1 /2, amax - aH+I • [11]
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When k is negative, the solutions occupy the narrower range between s2min

and aH+1/2, as shown.

-. The powers P± dissipated in the forward and backward directions

have the form, for unit length of transducer,

pt - R±J 2 , [12]

where J is the current (in the case of a slot line, J is the current on

one side of the line), and the resistances per unit length are

"- 1RoK*js(k*)j2  [13]

Here, p is the vacuum permeability, w is the frequency, s(k±) is a

shape function that is generally (but not always) less than unity, and

the terms K* are coupling constants to forward and backward waves.

The coupling constants are

Sa2_ 2 min [14]
K 8kd 2 _9 2

max

where d is the thickness of the ferrite film. In the upper frequency

range, above OH + 1/2, only k. exists, and only forward waves are

emitted (see Figure 32). In the lower range of frequencies, k+ << k_

for a given frequency and, therefore, from Equation 14, + > K-.

It is therefore expected that coupling to the forward waves will

be dominant at all frequencies. An exception to this usual rule can

arise through the dependence of the shape factor s(k) on wavenumber,

particularly in the slot line.

V.
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2.7.2 The Shape Function

The theory of the generation of magnetostatic waves usually

involves Fourier transforms of the stimulating current. When the

surface is metallized apart from some narrow gaps, as in Figure 31, the

generating agent is the magnetic field in the gaps, which is

proportional to the current, and the shape function is the Fourier

transform of this field.

For a slot line of width w on a material of dielectric constant

E we have, approximately

s(k) J 0(kw/2)/cosh (1/2k e w) 15]

where kem is the electromagnetic wavenumber at frequency w, and Jo(x) is

the zero order Bessel function of argument x.

Coupling at a slot line is substantially reduced by the inverse

cosh in Equation 15. At 9 GHz, with e - 16 and w - 30 um, this factor

is approximately four; the total coupling strength, proportional to

Is12 , is reduced by more than an order of magnitude.

This reduction occurs because the current falls slowly at large

distances compared with the width of the line; at distance x from the

center the current falls as

1/[x2-(w/2)2]l/2

up to distances of order Aem/2W. Most of the current is therefore

distant from the slot line and takes no part in the excitation.

For a coplanar waveguide, with slots of width w the centers of

which are separated by a distance L, the shape function is approximately

s(k) I J0 (kv/2) sin (kL/2)/cosh-l(2L/w). [16]
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This approximation is best when L >> w; in fact, L 2w is the most

likely case, and the inverse cosh reduces the total coupling strength by

about a factor of four.

2.7.3 Comments

4 The coupling of surface magnetostatic waves to a current is

substantially less, for in-plane excitation, than the coupling to a

microstrip.

Two effects are present:

i. In the slot line much of the current is not local and
therefore plays no part in excitation. In the coplanar
wave guide the central current is localized, but excitation
on the two sides of the central strip is opposite in sense,
giving rise, through the trigonometric term in Equation 16,
to weak coupling at low magnetostatic wave numbers.

ii. The coupling constants K are somewhat less than in the case
of a microstrip at low frequencies, though not at high.
From the dispersion relations, together with Equation 14,
one finds at small wavenumbers,

* 1 mi[17
max * min

This is a factor Qn times the coupling constants of a
microstrip, so at 111and we expect weaker coupling, while
at X-band we expect stronger coupling.

Against these we must set:

iii. The total coupling strength is certainly not weak; i.e., it
is of order unity. At high frequencies in particular, the
use of coplanar excitation offers relatively strong
coupling over a much wider range of frequencies than can be
achieved by an isolated microstrip.

%! Finally, we note an unusual effect in the characteristics of the
N..

coplanar waveguide; at small wavenumbers, radiation is stronger in the

weak-coupling direction than in the opposite direction. This occurs

because the coupling is inversely proportional to k, while the shape
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factor is proportional to k when k is small. The power, P -" Ks2

therefore gives P-/P k_/k+, which is a large ratio. This reversal of

weak and strong directions can occur only at long wavelengths , and only

when the excitation is asymmetric.

.5

'1

.'

*547

++.'.,'.,+.,.'.; factor,..,. is.,pro-por.ional to+..+k- when k. is s-all. The*+ power+., ...
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3. VARIABLE GROUND PLANE SPACING

3.1 Introduction

The delay versus frequency characteristics of simple delay lines

comprising a YIG film spaced from a ground plane are dependent upon the

saturation magnetization, bias field, YIG film thickness, and ground

plane spacing. Improvements in the degree of delay linearity have been

demonstrated by application of a linear variation in bias field along

the length of a forward-volume wave delay line. However, this approach

-resulted in a reduction in bandwidth. (10) Earlier work on surface

waves("' ) had shown that a linear variation in delay with frequency

could be obtained by adjusting the variation in the magnetic bias field

along the length of the YIG film by a series of iron screws.

A study of how the different parameters affect the delay

characteristics of forward-volume waves indicated, however, that a

controlled variation of the ground plane spacing would be most effective

in synthesizing linearly dispersive delay lines.

3.2 Stepped Ground Plane

The variation in group delay with frequency for different ground

plane spacings away from a 20 Pm thick YIG film is shown in Figure 33.

*; Examination of this figure shows that it may be possible to achieve a

linear variation of delay with frequency if the delay line is composed

of several short sections, each with a different ground plane spacing,

as shown in Figure 34a.

Fixing the number of sections and their ground plane spacing,

the group delay was then calculated for each section and their length

optimized so as to obtain a minimum phase error from a quadratic phase
versus frequency variation. (Phase deviation from an ideal quadratic
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Figure 33. Variation of group delay with frequency for FVWs with the
spacing, t, of the YIG from one ground plane as a
parameter. The YIG film thickness is 20 um.
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Figure ,34. (a) Stepped ground plane with single YIG film; (b) Stepped
spacing between two YIG films.
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phase versus frequency variation is a more sensitive measure of the

delay linearity.) The minimum phase error obtained is dependent to some

:1: extent upon the choice of ground plane spacing for each section, the

number of sections, and the bandwidth over which the optimization is

performed.

3.2.1 Calculated Results

Calculated results with a YIG film 32 um thick and 0.5 cm wide

are shown in Figure 35 for a delay line with four sections and the

dimensions shown in Table 2.

Table 2

GROUND PLANE SPACINGS AND LENGTHS FOR A FOUR-SECTION DELAY LINE

Section Ground Plane Section

Number, n Spacing, tn (cm) Length, An (cm)

1 0.0032 0.180

2 0.0045 0.369

3 0.0075 0.155

4 0.0136 0.296

The deviation from a linear variation of delay with frequency in

Figure 35 is less than 0.5 nS. The calculated phase error over the same

bandwidth is shown in Figure 36 and is less than * 70. This result

could be improved even further by increasing the number of sections or

by optimizing the ground plane spacings as well as the length.

In principle, zero phase error could be obtained over some

bandwidth with an infinite number of steps, i.e., a continuous variation

in ground plane spacing. This approach is treated in the next

section. One potential problem with the stepped structure is that each

change in ground plane spacing causes a change in the wave number over a

.' limited frequency range. The resulting wave impedance mismatch and
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Curve 739187-A
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Figure 35. Calculated variation of group delay with frequency for a YIG
film 32 Um thick, and a stepped ground plane of dimensions
given in Table 2.
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Figure 36. Calculated phase error from a quadratic phase with frequency
variation as a function of frequency for the same conditions
as in Figure 35.
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hence MSW reflection coefficient can be minimized to acceptable levels

by using small enough steps. Steps greater than approximately 0.0005

inch may be produced by machining. Smaller steps may be produced by

photolithography and etching of a suitable metal, or a semiconductor or

insulator which may then be metal coated.

3.2.2 Experimental Results

Initial experiments have been performed with a ground plane

machined to give the dimensions shown in Table 2, which established the

feasibility of this technique. Measured results of delay as a function

of frequency are shown in Figure 37. The principal source of delay

ripple, occuring near 9.4 GHz, was identified as the step between

sections 3 and 4. However, provided small step sizes are used, the

ripple and spurious signals could be kept within acceptable limits.

- Reflections due to the finite step size may also be reduced by making

the transitions between sections occur gradually over a distance long

compared to the MSW wavelength affected most by the step.

These techniques are also applicable to surface wave devices.

Furthermore, a modification could be used in double film structures, as

shown in Figure 34b, where the spacing between two YIG films is made

variable in steps of finite length. Again, the length of each section

and/or film spacing could be optimized to yield the desired delay

characteristic. In practice, the GGG layer separating the two YIG films

could be masked and etched to produce the desired step size and then the

second YIG film grown. In this case it may be possible to obtain a

continuous variation in GGG thickness by withdrawing a GGG-coated YIG

film at a controlled rate from a hot HP03 etch, before growth of the

second YIG film. This double YIG film technique is applicable to FVW

and BVW propagation in double film structures.
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Curve 739185-A
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Figure 37. Measured variation of group delay with frequency for a delay
line with dimensions given in Table 2.
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3.3 Continuous Variation

The basic idea behind designing delay lines composed of sections

of finite length and different ground plane spacing has a natural

extension in the problem of a continuous variation of the ground plane

spacing. That is, the resulting dispersive delay line can now be

thought of as composed of sections of infinitesimal length with

different distance from the YIG film to a conducting surface.

Such an approach would be expected to eliminate much of the

delay ripple due to mismatch between sections of finite length since it

presents, instead, a smooth transition between infinitesimally short

sections.

At first, for simplicity, take the distance to the ground

conducting surface to be a quadratic function t of the propagation

direction y, i.e.,

t(y) = ay(y-L) + to 18]

where L is the length of the delay line, to is the ground surface

spacing at both ends of the delay line, and a defines the curvature.

This is the equation of a parabola symmetric about the point y = L/2.

We can assume a symmetric ground surface without loss of generality

since the total delay is the summation of the delay in each

infinitesimal section. Thus, the delay variation with frequency will be

defined only by the first half of the delay line, whereas the second

half multiplies this delay by a factor of two.

The assumption was made that the ground surface curvature is

small enough for the magnetostatic field distribution to change slowly

as fields propagate down the delay line.

Figures 38a and b show the geometry to be studied. In the YIG

film the magnetostatic potential * satisfies the equation

1 t 2 + 21 + 2  0 [19]
ax ay az
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Figure 38. The continuously variable ground plane spacing structure.
The conducting surface is a parabola in the direction of
propagation (y) but constant in the transverse direction
(x). (a) and (b) show cross sections of the structure
corresponding to the planes y -0 and x -0, respectively.
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FVWs have a sinusoidal distribution of the magnetostatic fields

across a YIG film with two parallel ground planes uniformly spaced from

the YIG surfaces. Now, however, the distance to one of the conducting

planes varies along the propagation direction y. Therefore, both the

aJ transverse distribution of the potential * and the phase along y will now

be functions of y. The magnetostatic potential can then be written as

[Ae JK ( y )Z + Be-JK(y)z] e- J ( y )  [20]

where K(y) is the transverse wavenumber and *(y) is the phase along the

propagation direction. In the particular case of t(y) - constant, 0(y)

d y, where 8 is the propagation constant.

Substituting Equation 20 into Equation 19 and rearranging terms

we obtain

Ae JKZ{l[J*" - JK"z + (4'' - ] +2 + + [21

Be { +[j@" + JK"z + (' + K'Z) 2] + K2 - 0

where prime and double-prime mean differentiation with respect to y.

Notice that for t(y) - constant K" - K' = " 0 and *' - 8, giving the

eigenvalue equation

il . 2+ K
2  0

If the assumption of a slow variation of the field distribution in the y-

direction is to remain valid, the term K'Z must be negligible with

respect to 4", which is of the order of 8. Also, the derivative of 4' is

expected to be small so that
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These simplifications result, from Equation 21, in the equation

,2 . K2(y) [22]

Since K2(y) must be positive for a trigonometric distribution of poten-

tial, forward-volume waves exist in the range of frequencies where P1 < 0.

In the regions adjacent to the YIG film, the field distribution

is hyperbolic. Since the potential # satisfies Laplace's equation, a

similar analysis as that performed above leads to the equation

(,,)2 . Ko
2(y) > 0. [23]

0..

From Equations 22 and 23, introducing the label K(y),

K2(y_ ) . Ko2(y) E K2(y) > 0 [24 1

so that q)'(y) - K(y)

or, integrating over the length L of the delay line,

0(L) f 0LK(y)dy [25]

In other words, the delay line can be thought of as composed of infini-

tesimal sections of length dy. The propagation constant K(y) of each

section is found assuming each section to be formed by a YIG film sided

by an infinite ground plane at z - t(y) (see Figure 38). The phase

change in each section is then K(y)dy, and so the total phase change for

the delay line is given by Equation 25. Fixing the length L and the

spacing to (Equation 18), the total phase change will be a function of

the curvature a as well as the frequency. We then rewrite Equation 25 as

*(w,a) 0fL K(wa,y)dy.
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For a linear variation of delay with frequency, the phase is required

to approach a second order polynomial in w in the sense of least squares

over the band of interest. Namely, if

P2 (w) C2w2 + CIw + Co ,

the coefficients Ci must be found, as well as the curvature a, which

minimize the distance

:-" D(C0,CjC 2,a)" l
.CC,, [P2 (w) - *(w,a)] dw, [26)

where wI and w2 define the band of interest. The following equation

must then be satisfied:

.4 aD aD aD aD
Tr-- - TC- - j- -0.
0 1 2

From 9quation 26, minimization with respect to C0 ,C1,C2 leads to the

linear system of equations

a S1 U* w (w,a)dw

1 Q 2 U 3  C -1 w(tw,a)dw [271
W 22

a Q~ CW O(wa)
23 4 2 1W

mi-1 m+l
( 2 (2 -m 0where am = fl m + I ,m=O .

The solutions of Equation 27 are functions of a which can be substituted

into the equation of minimization with respect to a, i.e.,
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aD a)f 2 W2  &+ ,(a 2 w d

aa C2(a) jW [28]''

II 1 1

Equation 28 is nonlinear in the parameter a, the curvature

sought, which minimizes the distance between the phase * and the

quadratic polynomial P2(w).

3.3.1 Numerical Results

A computer program has been written in Fortran language to

perform these calculations. The integrals involved have been calculated

usinb pertinent subroutines from the IMSL package.(
12 )

The potential advantages of this approach have been demonstrated

by direct comparison of our calculations with those presented in the

last section for the discrete case, i.e., the same parameters and

frequency range have been used. Furthermore, it was observed that a

parabola passes through the middle of three of the four steps, as shown

in Figure 39. This parabola is defined by the parameters (see

Equation 18; L - 1cm):

a - 0.04 cm-1

to - 0.0132 cm

Using these as starting values for a minimum quadratic error search, it

was found that for

a - 0.0415 cm- 1

to - 0.0128 cm
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Figure 39. Direct comparison between the tvio approaches to the variable
ground plane spacing technique. A parabola passes through the

'Middle of three of the four steps of the discrete-step delay
line.
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a phase error of less than ± 150 and a delay deviation from linearity of

less than 0.5 nS is obtained from 9.1 to 10 GHz. The delay ranges from 30

to 105 nS. Figures 40 and 41 show the delay and phase error, respec-

tively.

The dashed curve in Figure 40 is the delay for the case of a

ground plane (a - 0.0) at a distance equal to the YIG film thickness. It

has been shown (2 ) that this design (ground plane spacing equal to YIG

thickness) is optimum for FVW linearly dispersive delay lines composed of

a YIG film at a constant distance from a conducting plane. Notice then

the significant improvement in delay linearity achieved when the ground

plane becomes a parabola with the proper curvature and spacing.
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Curve 741874-A

140H H=3.218k0e
d = 0.003 cm

120D-- w =0.5 cm
MSFVW L = 1.0 cm

. 10 Variable Ground Plane
100

9.1 9.2 9.3 9.4 9.5 9.6 9.7 9.8 9.9 10.0
Frequency, GHz

Figure 40. Delay versus frequency characteristic for a delay line with a

parabolic ground surface of curvature a - 0.0415 cm-1 spaced
at the ends by to- 0.0128 cm. The dashed curve corresponds
to a ground pane at a distance from the YIG film equal to its
thickness, i.e., t(y) - -0.003 cm (Hi ineal agtci d YG thickness, L delay line
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Figure 41. Phase error for the delay line with parabolic g~round surface
of Figure 40.
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4. ARBITRARY MAGNETIZATION ANGLE

The propagation of magnetostatic waves in a variety of YIG-

layered planar structures has been investigated in the past. With a few

exceptions, (13-18) the theoretical and experimental investigations

consider only specific configurations. This work presents a general

theoretical and experimental investigation of magnetostatic volume wave

propagation in an arbitrarily magnetized YIG film separated from a metal

by a dielectric layer. The importance of this study is that dispersion

and delay can be controlled to some extent by changing the magnetic-

field angle.

4.1 Theory

7.- 4.1.1 Permeability Tensor

First, the general permeability tensor was derived using the

coordinate transformation method (see Figure 42). The direction of the

V internal magnetic field was assumed to be arbitrary with respect to the

coordinate axes. The unprimed coordinate system was subjected to

(19)successive rotations through the first two Eulerian angles and e.

these angles were chosen so that the Z'-axis of the primed coordinate
system was parallel to the internal field. Thus, in the primed

"o coordinate system, the permeability tensor U' was given as

• U JK 0

I- ti J] [29]
0 0

where

"' 0(0° +Kw ) w2

2 2 2 2' 0 oyH, w ='r4r 0  1301

(10 W wo - W
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Figure 42. The primed and unprimed coordinate systems.
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In Equation 30, H, w, 4 irMo, and Y are the internal dc magnetic field,

wave frequency, saturation magnetization, and gyromagnetic ratio,

respectively. The desired rotations were performed through the

following orthogonal matrix A( 19 )

[cosf sino 1
A - -cose sine cose cosO sine [31]

[sine sinf -sine cos, cosej

The relation between the permeability tensor p (unprimed coordinate

system) and p' (primed coordinate system) was expressed as

A' - A , [32]

where Ais the transpose of A. Equivalently,

xinA ' A - 2 1  P22 P2 3  (331

" 31 P'32 I33

where

Pll " i(cos2* + cos 2e sin 2*) + sin20 sin
2 €

IA12 p i sin2e sinf cos* + JK cose - sin2e sinO cos

P13 - sine {JK cos + sin# cosO (1-p)}

121 = i sin 26 sin+ cos* - JK cose - sin2O sinf cosf

1122 " A(sin2 + cos2e cos2€) + sin 2e cos 2o

P23 - sine {K sin* - cose cosO (1-v))

U31 " (1-p) sine cose sine - JK sine cost

132 - -JK sinf sine - (1-t) sine coso cose

P33 " p sin 2e + cos
2e
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4.1.2 Dispersion Relation

Consider the propagation of magnetostatic waves in a dielectric

layered structure which consists of a YIG film of thickness d, separated

from a metal by a dielectric layer of thickness t, as shown in Figure

43. The z-axis of the unprimed coordinate system was assumed to be

oriented perpendicular to the plane of the film. The internal dc field

(as well as the dc magnetization) was directed along the z'-axis of the

primed coordinate system, as shown in Figure 42. In general, the

internal dc field H is different from the applied field Ho on account of

demanetization (Figure 44). The two are related as

41TM sin 2a0
H sinn - H situ , sin(o - n) 0 2H [35]
02

0

where n and a are the angles between Ho, H, and the normal to the film,

respectively. The magnetostatic wave propagates in the x-direction

(Figure 43) and has a uniform field distribution in the transverse

direction (y-axis). The analysis was carried out using the magneto-

static approximation. The magnetostatic potentials in different regions

can be written as

*air - exp (--Z) exp (-j x) [36]

* YIG . [A, exp {j (p + (p2-n2)1/2) z} + A2 exp {-j ((p2 -n2 )1/2 -p) z}]

x exp (-j~x) [37]

dielectric . 1 exp (Oz) + C2 exp (-z)] exp (-jlx) [38]

where A1 , A2 , C1, and C2 are arbitrary constants, while p and n are

given by
1 -ji

p - B sine cosO sinr [39]
133
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n- [ 2 u11/i 3311/2 [40]

and 8 represents the wave number.

On satisfying the appropriate boundary conditions at each

interface, the dispersion relation was obtained as

cot (8 a d) - [k sine coo (1-coth It) + coth(Ot) (P33Q) 2 +

(K cos sino) 2} -1]/[P33 a (1 + coth 0t)] [411

2 21 /2

where a (P2 [42]

4.1.3 Frequency Limits

In the case of guided volume waves, a is required to be

N positive; this leads to the frequency of allowed modes as <l < w ( w 3

where

w -- [wo(wo + w sin2 e cos2 )]l/ 2  [431

w3 = [wo (wo +m ) ] 1 / 2

" The transition frequency between forward-volume wave to backward-volume

wave is obtained as

w2 t w"o (wo + w. sin2e)1l/ 2  [441

The backward and forward waves are obtained in the range w1 < w < w2 and

w2 < w < w3 , respectively.

4.1.4 Group Velocity

The expression for the component of velocity of pulse

propagation in the direction of phase propagation is obtained by
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differentiating the dispersion relation. Rewriting Equation 41 as

.. 3 F F yed

-! m - B' w hF(,) = 0 we have Vg which yields

2 ~22
Vg M [P33 do2 (1 + corh(Ot)) cosec (Oad) + t cosech2 (a) IP3 3 

a cot(Bacd) +

2 2 2 2 2
k sine cos" - 133 c' - C COB sin2O}]/

[-al'd1 33a(l+coth(Ot)) cosec
2 (Ood)+cot(Oad) {(1+coth(Ot))( 3 3 a' + u 33i)}- [45]

*. K,(l-coth(8t))sincos-2coth(Ot) p 3 3 (P 3 3 a'+ am ;3)+ KK' Cos
2 sin 28 6]

where primes denote derivatives with respect to w

,(sin cosin -1)133 P. 11
a2ci L L' , 

o l  } ( 2 + + 1+ 23 11 [46]
133 U 33 P33 P33

-. P' o m2

PI M 2 0a2 2 [47]

02  2

133' - P' sin 28 [491

Pl' - (cos2 * + Cos2 sin2 ) P ' [50]

The group delay time per unit distance of propagation is the reciprocal

of group velocity.

4.1.5 Specific Cases

When 0 - 00, Equations 41 and 45 reduce the relations obtained

by Miller(2 0) and Bardal at a.( 5) When e - 900 (# arbitrary),

Equations 41 and 45 reduce to the ones obtained by Killer
(1 6 ) for the
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case of arbitrary magnetization in the plane of the film. In the case
when # - 00 (8 arbitrary), Equations 41 and 45 reduce to the

corresponding expressions obtained by Miller(1 7) for the case of

arbitrary magnetization in the transverse plane.

9. 4.2 Experimental Results
.4

Experiments were done using the computer-controlled network

analyzer (HP 8409) and an electromagnet (Varian). The YIG film was 20 Pm

thick and 5 m wide and a ground plane was separated from the YIG by a

635 imn thick alumina wafer. The transducers were 50 jrm wide gold lines

deposited on the alumina and separated by 1 cm. The sample was mounted

on a two-axis rotating jig which had graduated drums and verniers.

Angles between the external magnetic field and the normal to the YIG

film could be set and measured to * 1/2 degree. As is obvious from

Equation 35, the internal angle and internal magnetic field are dif-

ferent for different orientation of applied magnetic field. Figure 45

shows the variation of internal angle and internal field with external

angle for a fixed applied magnetic field.

4.2.1 Forward-Volume-to-Surface Waves

In this section, we present the experimental and theoretical

results of the variation of delay and transmission loss with frequency,

when the applied field is rotated in the plane containing the normal to

the film and the in-plane normal to the direction of wave propagation.

To correlate with theory, e - 360-a in this plane.

Figures 46a to f show the variation of group delay with

6frequency for different orientations of applied magnetic field (4 = 00,

e varying) in the plane. As 0 varies, the orientation of the magnetic

field changes, therefore the frequency limits of the passbands also

shift. It is obvious from the delay curves that there is good agreement

between computed and measured delay results in the regions of interest

(i.e., slightly above the lower cutoff frequency, where delay has
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. Curve 74186 5-A
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Figure 45. Variation of internal angle an nenlmagnetic field with
Sexternal angle for applied magetc)fel-( 2320G;.
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ripples). In this plane, the delay characteristics are nonreciprocal,

as seen from Equation 45. The nonreciprocal delay is shown theoret-

ically and experimentally in Figure 46c, where the positive wave

propagation and negative wave propagation show different delay for the

lover frequencies in the band.

The transmission loss for the different orientations of magnetic

field for Figures 46a to f, as recorded on the HP 8910B network

analyser, is shown in Figures 47a to f, respectively. It is obvious

from the transmission photographs that the transition from volume to

surface wave is continuous; this confirms the theoretical results

obtained by Koike.(2 1) The internal magnetic field H used in the

calculations was measured from the edge of the transmission loss

response. It is necessary to mention here that theoretical results

obtained by Hiller( 1 7 ) are correct and this is a correction to the

statements made to Koike.
(2 1 )

4.2.2 Forward to Backward-Volume Waves

It is known that forward or backward waves are excited when the

magnetic field is normal or lies in the plane (parallel to propagation

vectors), respectively. But if the direction of magnetic field is

arbitrary in the plane containing the normal to the YIG film and direc-

tion of propagation vector, backward and forward waves are excited.

Thus, as e increased from 00 to 900, the dispersion characteristics

should change from forward to backward. The backward (forward) waves

occur In the lower (higher) frequency region. The transition from

backward to forward waves is abrupt and occurs at frequency W2, given by

Equation 44. The backward and forward waves are obtained in the range

wl < w < w2 and w2 < w < w3 , respectively. It follows from Equation 44

that as 8 increases from 00 to 900, w2 increases from w1 to w3 "

Consequently, the backward wave region grows at the expense of the

forward wave region.
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Figure 47. Transmission response, for various angles between the normal
to the film and Ho, for the forward-to-surface wave plane.
Horizontal axis: Frequency in GHz. Vertical axis:
Transmission loss in dB.
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Figure 48c. Variation of calculated and measured delay with frequency
for * - 900, n - 300 and 110 - 3100G. The other parameters
are the same as for Figure 46a. w 7.19 GHz.

Figure 48d. Variation of calculated and measured delay with frequency
fort 900, n i450 and H1am 3140G. The other parameters

are the same as for Figure 46a. w2 8.82 GHz.
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Figures 48a to f show variations of group delay (nS/cm) with

frequency when the applied magnetic field Ho is applied at 00, 150, 300,

450, 600 , and 900 angles, respectively. As described above, the

bandwidth contains forward waves at 00, backward and forward waves for

angles larger than 00 and less than 900, and only backward at 900. For

*-:. the plane * - 900, 8 - a, the propagation is reciprocal since the

expression for group velocity, i.e.. Equation 45, does not involve K at

all. It is seen from Figures 48a to f that there is good agreement

between theoretical and experimental delay values. Moreover, the

transition frequency (w2) calculated from theory also agrees with

experiment. Overall, the physical nature of delay as predicted by

theory is confirmed by experiment.

The transmission loss for the different orientations of magnetic

field for Figures 48a to f as recorded is shown in Figures 49a to f,

respectively. It is confirmed from these photographs that as n

increases from 00, the backward and forward regions appear. The

backward wave region grows at the expense of the forward wave region.

4.2.3 Adjustable Delay

A pot-'tially useful device which may result from the present

study of magnetostatic wave propagation in an arbitrary magnetic field

is a variable delay line. Figure 50 shows the measured and calculated

variation of a "constant" delay line with magnitude and direction of the

internal magnetic field. Here, the bias field strength was adjusted for

each angle so as to maintain a "constant" delay region in a fixed

frequency range (8.75 to 8.9 GHz). As can be seen, there is good

agreement between calculated and measured delay.

These preliminary measurements have shown an approximately

constant delay adjustable over a * 20% range with a bandwidth of

150 MHz and were obtained using a single YIG film device.
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Figure 49. Transmission response for various angles between the normal
to the film and Ho for the forward to backward plane.
Horizontal axis: frequency in GHz. Vertical axis:
transmission loss in dB.
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Figure 50. Variation of measured and calculated delay with the
magnitude and direction of internal magnetic field at a
frequency without changing t. The parameters are
t -127 Pma, d 20 Pmn, 4itM0  1750 gauss.
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5. BEAM STEERING

Magnetostatic forward-volume wave (MSFVW) delay lines commonly

show undesirable amplitude and phase ripple. Several possible causes

have been identified and steps taken to minimize their effects.

However, there remains ripple with a long period which becomes more

severe in thick films. Its origin is so far unexplained. In addition,

measurements on as-grown YIG films showed an unexpected increase in

transmission loss at low wave numbers. In this range, the return loss

from the transducer and, hence, the transduction efficiency, was very

large. This is illustrated in Figures 51a and 51b, which show the

transmission response measured over a 1 cm pathlength on 2-inch diameter

YIG films of thickness 10.1 Pm and 75 um, respectively. The transducers

were each 1 cm long and 50 Um wide and were terminated by an open

circuit. Note that the minimum transmission loss is approximately the

same in both films, although the group delay in the 10.1 um thick film

is roughly seven times longer than in the 75 Um thick film. Assuming

that a wave number dependent loss process is not present, it was

concluded that magnetostatic waves were being efficiently launched, but

the wave beam was not completely intercepted by the output transducer.

In recent years, the results of several investigations on the

steering of magnetostatic waves have been reported in the

literature. (3 '22- 2 6 ) Regarding MSFVW, an unexpected beam-steering angle

of the order of 150 has been observed when the sample was aligned normal

to the field. This observation has been explained in terms of the

existence of an in-plane component of the internal magnetic field, 2 4-

which would make the latter deviate from a direction normal to the YIG

film.
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However, the presence of such an in-plane magnetic-field

component has not been established as yet, nor is it clear at this point
what the origin of such a component might be.

Moreover, other factors may contribute to beam steering as well,

such as nonuniformities in the YIG film thickness, in the ground plane

spacing, and in the applied magnetic-field strength. Also, the

possibility exists that steering may be introduced at the transducer,

perhaps due to a phase difference between the magnetostatic waves

excited at opposite ends of the transducer or by diffraction effects.

In this section, we shall then be concerned with a study of the

beam steering in magnetostatic forward-volume waves. As it has been

demonstrated by Smith et al. (3,24 ) a small component of the internal

--magnetic field on the plane of the YIG film would cause significant beam

steering. Therefore, the different physical phenomena which could give

rise to such an in-plane component are reviewed in the next subsection.

The greater part of this section, however, will be devoted to

measurements of beam steering performed on a 2-inch YIG wafer by means

of a O.07-inch diameter loop-probe.

5.1 The In-Plane Component

In searchinb for the cause of an in-plane component of the

internal magnetic field, we have examined the effects in YIG films of

the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, the stress-iiduced anisotropy, and
the shape anisotropy.

(a) The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy in YIG is given by

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 222
E -K +a a 1 Q,) a2 a + * [511
mag - K1(al '2  + 2 3 3 2a 2 3

where K1 and K2 are the first and second order anisotropy constants,

respectively. The a's are given by

oil1  sine cos *, a 2 - sine sin*, a3 - cos6
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where * and e are the first two Eulerian angles the magnetization makes
with the cubic lattice's edges.

The direction in which this energy is minimum is obtained by

differentiating equation 51 with respect to 6 and 0. This direction is

found to be perpendicular to the plane of the YIG film, i.e., <11>.

We conclude then that no in-plane component results from

magnetocrystalline anisotropy effects.

(b) The stress-induced anisotropy energy in the plane of the

.film (i.e., the <111> plane) is given by
(2 5 )

Est - A1 1 1 O[nla 2 + a2Q3 + a3al] [52)

where the a's were defined in (a), A1 11 is the saturation

magnetostriction constant, and o is the uniaxial stress in the film. An

isotropic stress, which is anticipated in epitaxial films, can be

represented as two orthogonal uniaxial stresses.

Again, the <111> direction is that of minimum energy so that

stress does not contribute to an in-plane component of the internal

magnetic field.

(c) The combined effects of magnetocrystalline, stress-induced,

and shape anisotropies(2 6) was considered next for a in the (111)

plane. The shape anisotropy energy Es arises from the demagnetizing

effects of magnetic poles. For a thin film of magnetization, 4wMo, the

shape energy is given by

2 2
Es " 2M 02 cos 2 [53]

where 4 is the angle between 4wM o and the normal to the film plane.

The minima of the total energy are found to lie on the three

(110) planes which contain the <111> axis. It follows then, by

symmetry,(26 ) that no in-plane component of the magnetic field can exist.
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We see then that the anisotropies considered above do not appear

to contribute an in-plane component of the magnetic field.

On the other hand, an in-plane component could be expected to

arise from the misorientation of the GGG substrate surface with respect

to its <111> direction. From the manufacturer's data on the GGG

substrates, the misorientation is within ±0.20. For a magnetic field

applied normal to the YIG surface, the internal field would then lie at

an angle with the normal smaller than 0.20. This, however, results in

an in-plane component of only 0.2 to 0.3% of the magnitude of the

internal field. From the experimental results reported in reference 24,

we conclude that this small value is not expected to give rise to

appreciable beam steering.

5.2 Beam-Steering Measurements

Measurements of beam steering for magnetostatic forward-volume

waves have been performed by means of a 0.007-inch diameter loop-

probe. The loop has been made at one end of a 2-inch long coaxial

cable, the inner and outer conductor diameters being 0.002 and 0.008

inch, respectively.

On the opposite end of the coaxial cable, a connection has been

made to an OSM female connector (Figure 52a).

In order to provide mechanical protection to this arrangement,

the coaxial cable has been placed inside an alumina tube of

approximately 0.160 inch in diameter. The tube is slightly shorter than

• .the cable, so that the loop is visible at one end and can be brought in

close contact with the YIG surface. The loop-probe itself has been

potted with a drop of "Duco" cement for mechanical protection. The

layer of "Duco" cement directly above the probe is estimated to be

.' around I to 2 mils thick.

At the opposite end of the alumina tube, a female OSM connector

flange has been attached (Figure 52b), which is then bolted to the OSM

* connector at the end of the cable (Figure 52c).

.
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(C)

(d)I

" "Figure 52. The different components that make up the loop-probe setup:
'-. (a) The coaxial cable has a loop on one end and a connection
. to an OS!4 female connector on the other; (b) The alumina

~tube with an OSM flange attached to one end; (c) The alumina

tube houses the coaxial cable; (d) The final version of the
probe setup.
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Figure 52d shows a photograph of the final version of the probe.

We have covered the alumina tube with a shielding wire sheath which was

properly grounded. This was done in order to eliminate some of the

feedthrough observed after preliminary measurements were made.

The alumina tube containing the probe (Figure 52d) was then

passed through a hole at one end of a 0.5 x 24 inch aluminum rod and

spring-loaded with a rubber band. In this fashion, the alumina tube can

be positioned perpendicular to the YIG film to be measured. The spring

loading insures that the tip of the probe setup of Figure 52d will

remain in contact with the YIG surface when probing the fields.
4.-,

The other end of the aluminum rod was attached to an XYZ

micropositioner. The plane of the loop was placed parallel to the

transducer for maximum coupling to the magnetostatic fields.

The magnetostatic waves were excited on a 2 inch diameter YIG

wafer so as to avoid any boundary effects. The YIG film and the

transducers were placed in a 2 inch x 2 inch box in a special

arrangement, as shown in Figure 53a. A 1 inch x 1-1/4 inch rectangular

opening was cut on the transducer alumina substrate so as to be able to

probe the magnetostatic fields. We evaporated aluminum (300A) on both

the YIG and the alumina substrate around the edges of the area to be

probed and the opening, respectively, in order to minimize reflections.

Probing of the fields was then performed by sliding the probe

setup along the exposed YIG surface. This we coated with a layer of

silicon vacuum grease to prevent abrasion of the "Duco" cement covering

the probe.
The probing setup was characterized by means of swept-frequency

transmission and reflection measurements in the 2 to 4 Gz range. A 50

Ma thick YIG film was used. In Figure 54 we show the transmission

(insertion loss) and reflection (return loss) responses for MSFVW

between the transducers in the box. We see a great deal of ripple in

the low to middle passband, a commonly observed feature of thick films,

as pointed out in the introduction to this section.
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Figure 53a. The different components of the box used for beam -steering
measurements.

Figure 53b. Top-view photograph of the box. The black area is the YIG
film. The dotted lines indicate where the transducers are
on the opposite side of the alumina.
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*Figure 54. Return and insertion losses for the probing experimental
setup. Curves are obtained between transducers and from
transducer to probe when the latter is in the middle of the
sample. The arrows indicate those frequencies at which
beam-steering measurements were made. The corresponding
wave numbers are also indicated.
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Superimposed to this curve is the transmission response between

a transducer and the probe when the latter is placed in the middle of

the sample. We also show the response of the probe when the d.c.

magnetic field is turned off, i.e., the electromagnetic energy fed

through directly from the transducer to the probe. We observe from

Figure 54 that at the lower end of the band, the insertion loss of the

probe is 30 to 40 dB, an acceptable value for measurements. For higher

wave numbers, however, the insertion loss increases considerably,

oscillating around the feedthrough curve. Nevertheless, we were able to

perform measurements in this range, as will be explained in the next

subsection.

A simple calculation allows us to estimate the bandwidth of the

probe. The loop itself is separated from the YIG surface by a layer of

"Duco" cement (= 1 mil) and the thickness of the wire forming the loop

(2 mils). The voltage induced in the loop is equal to the magnetic flux

throup! the loop area. Assuming that the magnetostatic fields decay away

-kxfrom the YIG film as e- , where k is the propagation constant, the most

significant contribution to the voltage will come from the fields at th*

bottom of the loop where the exponential factor e-kx is highest. For

3 mil, the value of k that makes the exponential become e-1 is k ! 130

cm . As will be seen shortly, we performed CW pulse measurements at

frequencies corresponding to wave numbers below this cutoff value.

These are indicated with arrows in Figure 54. The reason for the use of

CW pulses to measure the beam position was to avoid the effects of

reflection from the edges of the sample. We must add that it was not

possible to do the measurements in the swept-frequency mode since the

angle of steering is a function of frequency.

5.2.1 Pulse Measurements

The experimental setup used to measure the beam steering with

pulses is described schematically in Figure 55. The microwave switch,

in conjunction with the microwave source, generates bursts of a single

frequency. The switch also generates a synchronizing signal for the
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*sampling oscilloscope. The signal from the probe was amplified and

displayed on the screen of the sampling scope.

For pulses much narrower than the total delay between

transducers, we were able to observe in a single trace the pulse at the

input transducer, which fed through to the probe, and the pulse read by

the probe, time delayed according to its distance from the input

transducer. The second trace of the dual beam oscilloscope was used to

display the pulse received by the output transducer, which marked the

maximum delay that could be measured with the probe.

Measurements of the beam position were then performed by probing

the fields along straight lines at fixed distances from the input

transducer. Since the oscilloscope used has a storage capability, we

were able to measure the relative amplitude of the pulses with an

acceptable degree of accuracy.

5.2.2 Results

We present beam position measurements at three different fre-

quencies 100 MHz apart, i.e., 2.7 GHz, 2.8 GHz, and 2.9 GHz. The applied

magnetic field is 2.4 kG, and the film thickness is 50 Um. The YIG film

was positioned so that MSFVW propagation is along the (110) axis (hard
!:: ~~~~(3,24)maiiethba-

axis), which, according to other workers, maximizes the beam-

steering effect. Our results are shown in Figures 56 through 58.

Figures 56a, 57a, and 58a show the points where the maximum

amplitudes are found at different distances from the input transducer.

Distances are in mils. The transducer is 400 mils long (1 cm) and 2

mils wide (50 um). The figures include a sketch of the transducer at

the region of the diagram it occupies.

We see that at 2.9 GHz (Figure 56a), there is small (= 2.50)

steering of the beam from a direction perpendicular to the transducer.

However, as we lower the frequency (Figures 57a and 58a), increased beam

steering is observed. This behavior is in agreement with that

previously reported in the literature by Smith et al. (24 ) At 2.8 GHz
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F~gure 56. (a) Location of the field maxima at different distances away
from the transducer. Frequency is 2.9 Giz. (b) Amplitude
profile measured along straight lines parallel to the trans-
ducer and at different distances away from it. This distance
is indicated in parentheses next to the curve number.
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we measure a beam-steering angle of 4.30, whereas at 2.7 GHz the angle

is 50.

' Figures 56b, 57b, and 58b show amplitude profiles at different

distances from the input transducer. Measurements were made at points

0.025 inch apart. The observation must be made that the transducers are

approximately one-quarter wavelength long (1 cm) at these frequencies.

That is, for zero coupling of electromagnetic energy into magnetostatic

waves, the current distribution in the microstrip would be a quarter

wavelength sinusoidal standing wave with a null at the open-circuit end

and a maximum at the opposite end. As the coupling increases, the

sinusoidal standing wave pattern is modified by an exponential decay of

the current as it travels toward the open circuit and back.

In Figure 54, we see that the return loss diminishes as the

frequency at which beam-steering measurements were made increases.

These are marked with arrows in the figure.

Going back to Figures 56b to 58b, the amplitude profiles

measured seem to confirm these theoretical considerations. Indeed, the

rounder shape of curve 1 in Figure 56b resembles a sinusoidal standing

wave which contrasts with the increasingly rapid decay observed in

analogous curves of Figures 57b and 58b. However, superimposed to these

modified quarter-wave sinusoidal curves, an oscillatory pattern of the

points measured is observed, especially at distances from the transducer

greater than 200 mils (see Figures 56b to 58b).

5.3 Other "Beam-Steering" Mechanisms

5.3.1 Diffraction

The obviously strong edge effect created at the beginning of the

transducer, where the current is highest, led us to think of this as a

two-dimensional diffraction problem, where the transducer acts as an
analog to an optical aperture.
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Figure 59 is a plot of the wave amplitude for light diffracted

by a two-dimensional infinite aperture as a function of a normalized

variable w dependent upon the distance x in the direction parallel to

the aperture, the distance a, normal to the aperture, and the light

wavelength. The dashed line corresponds to the ideal case of light of

zero wavelength.(2 7 )

The significance of Figure 59 is clarified in Figure 60, where a

plot is presented showing the displacement of the maximum in Figure 59

as a function of the distance to the aperture (transducer). In other

words, it is a plot of x versus a from the expression

~x
.417

(see Figure 59) for the case of w a 1. The assumption was made that the

maximum occurs at approximately w 1 1. In Figure 60, we have used as

parameters the MSFVW wavelengths corresponding to the three frequencies

at which measurements were made (see Figure 54). Notice also that the

range of values for the distance a to the aperture is the same as that

in our measurements.

From the curves of Figure 60, the displacement of the maximum

can be approximately described by a straight line making a certain angle

with the normal to the aperture (transducer). This is shown in the

figure. These deflection angles have comparable values to those of our

beam-steering measurements (see Figures 56a to 58a).

The foregoing considerations suggest that the results shown in

Figures 56 to 58 may indeed be due to a diffraction phenomenon. The

magnetostatic forward-volume fields have a basic quarter-wave sinusoidal

distribution in a direction parallel to the transducer. But this dis-

tribution seems to be modified by a function such as that of Figure 59,

*thus resulting in the oscillatory pattern described before. Moreover,

the calculated deflection of the field maximum due to diffraction agrees

well with our measurements.
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Figure 59. Light amplitude profile measured at distance "a" from an
infinite two-dimensional aperture.
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Figure 60. Displacement of the maximum in Figure 59 as a function of

[N the distance "a" to the aperture.
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We have not been able to account, however, for an observed

nonuniformity in the amplitudes of the different curves relative to each

other. For example, in Figure 56b, the amplitudes of curve 2 are lower

than those of curve 3, even though 2 is measured closer to the trans-

ducer than 3. The possibility of having taken measurements only at the

vicinity of the minima of Figure 59 is ruled out since the distance

between two consecutive extrema is about 0.040 inch and measurements

were made at points 0.025 inch apart.

5.3.2 Transducer Phase Shift

The finite phase shift along an MSW transducer may be expected

to produce beam steering in a manner similar to a phased array antenna.

If it is assumed that there are no reflections from the end of the trans-

ducer, i.e., it is electrically long, then the angle between the

transducer normal and the MSW beam direction is 0 - sin -1 8/k, where B is

the wave number of the electromagnetic wave in the microstrip transducer

and k is the MSW wave number.

Figure 61 shows a calculated plot of beam angle as a function of

frequency. The film thickness was assumed to be 50 pm and the alumina

substrate thickness was 250 pm. The transducers were 50 Um wide by 1 cm

long and were terminated by an open circuit at one end. The internal

field and saturation magnetization were 800 Oe and 1800 G,

respectively. Note that 0 + 900 when B - k. B was approximately 1.5
-1

cm over the frequency range considered. Although very large beam

angles can be obtained close to k - 0, the experimental observations

cannot be explained in terms of this phenomenon. However, since beam

steering due to this mechanism is proportional to frequency, through 8,

its effect will be more significant in X-band.
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figure 61. Beam steering of NVW due to phase shift along transducer

length. Internal field 800G.
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6. MAGNETOSTATIC WAVES IN DOUBLE LAYERS

The equations of propagation for magnetostatic waves in

separated double layers of ferrite have been derived by the authors
(2 8 )

in a paper where they are applied to the particular cases of forward-

and backward-volume waves (see Appendix II).

Here, we state our results in general form; for two films, (1)

and (2), backed by ground planes, the dispersion relation can be given

in the form of a product of forward and backward dispersion relations

for each film separately (together with the associated ground plane),

linked by coupling through the thickness t of the space between them.

For wave number k, we find

Vl(+)V2(+ ) - Dl(-)D2 (-)e
- 2 kt, [54]

where Di(*) is the secular equation for film i, for waves with positive

*or negative wave numbers.

In particular, when t is very large and k is positive, it is

evident that the roots of Equation 54 are the solutions of DI(+) = 0 or

of D2 (+) - 0; i.e., they are solutions for unlinked films, as

expected. Equally, when t is very large and k is negative, the roots of

Equation 54 are the solutions of Dl(-) - 0 or of D2 (-) - 0.

Note that Dl and D2 include the associated ground plane but not

the other ground plane, so that the roots of Di - 0 involve only one

ground plane, as must be the case when the films are far separated.

For a wave travelling along the x direction on a film character-

* ized by permeability (u), with a ground plane at a distance si, define

= (P1/u22)1/, [55]
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T 1
Tdi " tanh 8kd1 ,

Tsi - tanh ksi, [56aJ

where di is the thickness of the film. It will be noted that when Pii/P22

is negative, as is the case for volume waves, Tdi remains real; i.e., if

P11/U22 = -'a then Tdi =1 tanakdi. [56b1

Equations for the dispersion relations are, for the upper film,

with ground plane a distance sl above it,

2Dl() - (Tsl*l)U22+[UllP 22-il2-01 2(Tsl:l)*Tsl]Tdl, [57a]

and for the lower film, with ground plane a distance 82 , below it,

.. 2
2(*) (Ts2*1)u22+[iillP22-Pul2+ l2(Ts2Tl)*Ts2]Td2- [57b1

The relative permeabilities pij need not be the same in the two films.

6.1 Volume Waves

Volume waves are characterized by 111/P22 < 0 and 012 - U. The

first condition implies that each film carries by itself an infinite set

of modes (exchange effects being ignored). In the absence of ground

planes, the secular equation for a single film is

22
tan akd - 2 2 [ 58a]

If the fundamental mode has wave number ko, then other modes with kd -

kod + rm/a are also solutions, n being an integer.

For a double film, therefore, we expect a doubly infinite set of

modes; when two equal films are brought together (t - 0), we expect (and

find) modes for a single film of thickness 2d.
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. The system is greatly simplified by the fact that P12 0 . For

equal films (Ml - M2 , dl - d2, sl - s2) , we have DI(*) = D2 (*), and

Equation 54 simplifies to

D(+) = *D(-)e - kt. [58b]

(The * sign here corresponds to the square root of Equation 54, not to

the direction of k.) The secular equation becomes, for equal

thicknesses d,

U2 2 (tanh ks+c)
tan akd = 2 2 [59a]

P22a -c tanh ks

in which

c = tanh (kt/2) for modes even in hx,

= coth (kt/2) for modes odd in hx .

Here, h. is the rf magnetic field, and the modes are odd or even

about the center of the system. When t is very small, the modes are

merely the alternating odd and even modes of a single film.

The fundamental mode can be either the first even mode or the

first odd mode. For forward-volume waves, h. and mx are the principal

force and excitation of the system, so the fundamental is the first mode

even in hx. For backward-volume waves, hy and my are the principal

force and excitation, and their symmetry is opposite to that of h.; the

fundamental is therefore the first mode odd in h .

6.2 Surface Waves

Surface waves differ strongly from volume waves in two respects:

i. A single film supports only a single mode. No true system
of linked symmetric and asymmetric modes can therefore
exist; when the spacing t is made indefinitely small, any
second mode must vanish from the system.
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ii. The secular equation, Equation 45, can no longer be
factorized because P12 0 0; from Equations 57a and b, we
see that it is now no longer the case that Dl(i-) D2(*)
for equal films. This fact reflects the absence of any
second solution when t = 0.

Most results must be obtained by computation, but some simple

results can be obtained analytically.

When kt is large, we obtain "odd" and "even" modes with wave

numbers separated from the single film wave numbers by a small amount

6k, where 6k e-kt.

When the separation t is small, there are two modes with very

different characteristics. For frequencies near the band edge, fmin,

the fundamental mode is of the type

k(dl + d2) - f-fmin" [60aJ

This mode is essentially a surface magnetostatic wave for the two films

together.

The second mode, near fmin' has the characteristic

k2 ~(f-fmin)/t. [60b)

Thus, when t is very small, k becomes very large except at the lowest

frequencies, and no second mode exists when t vanishes.

6.2.1 Coupling to a Current

Here, we outline the nature of the coupling constants used to

describe the radiation of magnetostatic waves by a current; algebraic

results are given in Appendices II and III.

The radiation of surface waves has been calculated for a central

conductor between the two films, and for a single transducer outside the

two films. The power radiated into the waves is conventionally

expressed in terms of a radiation resistance R per unit length of
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transducer. For current J, the powers radiated in the forward and

backward directions are

-R*J2 (611

where

R± =4wK± [62]

Here, K+ and K- are dimensionless coupling constants which, in strong

coupling cases, are of order unity. All discussion of coupling will be

cast in terms of such constants.

For external excitation of surface waves, it is found that K+ >>

K-, as is usual, when the "even" mode is excited. The "odd" mode, which

cannot be supported by a single film, is more weakly excited, and the

disparity between K+ and K is less.

For central excitation of surface waves, K+ K, from arguments

of symmetry, and we shall show later that the "odd" mode is the more

strongly generated.

The symmetry of volume modes in equal films gives rise to the

possibility of selective excitation of odd or even modes. We have

therefore considered currents Jl and J2 flowing in two symmetrically

placed transducers. It is found that the radiated energy has the form

P±- 1/2 Pow [(Jl+J 2)
2Ke + (J1-J2)

2Ko1. [631

Here, Ke and Ko are coupling constants for even and odd modes,

respectively. The powers in forward and backward directions are equal,

and for widely separated films Ke a Ko . The factor 1/2 is inserted in

Equation 63 so that the power generated by a single current near one of

two distant films will be PoeJ2K, in agreement with Equation 62.

It is clear from Equation 63 that only even modes are excited if

Jl J2, and only odd modes if Jl - -J2 - In practice, selective

excitation is not always easy, or even possible, when the desired mode
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has the lower coupling strength, because the transducers cannot be made

perfectly symmetrical.

6.2.2 Computed Results for Surface Waves

In all the results that follow, the terms symmetric and

antisymmetric will be used to denote the first or fundamental solution

and the second solution, respectively, for surface waves. This is to

-; maintain a consistent terminology for all the double-film results.

Additionally, the surface wave rf field components of magnetization,

mx(y) , do at least show a quasisymmetry or antisymmetry for their

respective modes and, therefore, the terms do have some geometric

*. validity. Figure 62 shows the dispersion results for two 20 um films

*spaced 5 um apart. Because the films are closely spaced, the two

solutions are well separated, and the trend of the antisymmetric mode to

approach the horizontal axis as the films get closer and closer together

is evident in Figure 62. Figures 63a and 63b show some representative

rf field amplitudes for the two modes. Two 20 um films spaced 40 Um

apart were chosen. The coordinate system chosen had SW propagation

along x, y normal to the films, and the bias field H along z. The rf

magnetization mx(y) and magnetic field hx(y) values were derived from a

-. magnetostatic potential function normalized to 1 on the YIG film face at

the -40 Pm location of Figures 63a and 63b. The approximate symmetry of

mx(y) in Figure 63a and approximate antisymmetry of mx(y) in Figure 63b

is evident. Figures 64a and 64b show representative curves of delay

versus frequency for two 20 Pm films at spacings ranging from 5 to

80 Pm. As with the FVW and BVW double films, the SW antisymmetric mode

shows a region of quasi constant delay over bandwidth of up to 400 MHz

at S-band. Successive curves also show some reasonable degree of

parallelism suggesting a constant-but-adjustable delay could be achieved

by controlling the film separation in some manner. This has been tried

for various waves in the experimental results reported on later (see

Section 6.3). The surface wave symmetric mode was disappointing

compared to the corresponding volume wave results in that no substantial
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Curve 74 1860-A
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Figure 62. Dispersion relations for the SW symmetric and antisymmetric
modes propagating in two 20 m YIG films spaced 5 um apart;
H = 250G, ground plane spacings 1 cm.
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Curve 711847-A
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Figure 63. (a) The y-variation of the x-component of rf magnetization
(N(y)) and rf field (h (y)) for a symmetric SW in two YIG
films 20 Pm thick spacel 40 Pm apart; f - 2.3 GHz, k - 29.59
cm-1, H - 250G, ground plane spacings ± . (b) As in
Figure 63a except for an antisymmetric SW with k = 135.25
cm-I; all other parameters the same.
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Curve 741852-A
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Figure 64. (a) Computed delay versus frequency for a symmetric SW in
* two 20 Pau thick YIG films; H - 250G, ground plane spacings

I cm, film spacings (a) through (e) are, respectively, 5,
10, 20, 40, and 80 pim. (b) As in Figure 63a except for
antisymmetric SWs; all other parameters the same.
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region of linear delay was found. If the curves of Figure 64a are

expanded in the frequency range 2 to 2.6 GHz, significant curvature is

still evident. Ground plane influence was made negligible for these

results. Thus, SWs in double films are qualitatively similar to those

of volume waves in terms of the delay characteristics, but there does

not appear to be any desirable linearly dispersive behavior without

ground plane influence. However, possible effects of interest due to

ground planes or from two films of different magnetization have not been

explored.

Figures 65 and 66a and b show the results of coupling constant

calculations for internal and external transducers (see Figure 7a and

.41- 7c, respectively, of Appendix II). In the experiments to be described,

it would thus be expected that a single transducer sandwiched between

films should excite the antisymmetric mode (Kint). In contrast, a

transducer external to the film would excite the symmetric mode.

Coupling to -k surface waves should be weak (Figure 66b).

6.3 Experimental Results

The measurements described in this section were made on two

types of double film. The first, which can be described as measurements

on synthesized double films, was done with two rectangular bars 25 mm x

5 mm of single films. These single films sandwiched transducers which

were made of Au wire; thus, the wire diameter determined the film

separation and was from 1/2 mil (12 um) up to 2 mils (50 um). Amplitude

(S2 1) and delay (D) results were taken on an automatic network analyzer

(HP model 8409C). The computation of S21 and D versus frequency was

derived from data using an eight-term error model but with an improved

phase calibration accuracy of * 0.50. The static bias field (H) was

provided by a 12 inch Varian electromagnet or occasionally by purchased

Sm-Co permanent magnets. The second type of measurement was made on

epitaxially grown double films in which the film separation was by a

grown layer of GGG (see Section 6.4). In these films, coupling could be

made to the outer surface of the top film only.
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Curve 741859-A
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Figure 65. Internal coupling constant for SWs versus frequency for a
single mid-plane line-element transducer located midway
between two 48.3 pm thick YIG films spaced 52 pm apart;
H- 250G, ground plane spacings + ± .
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9. Curve 74.18149-A
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Figure 66. (a) External coupling constant for SWs versus frequency for
a single line-element transducer located on the top surface
of two 48.3 vim YIG films spaced 52 pm apart, H - 250G,
ground plane spacings + m (b) As in Figure 66a except
for -k surface waves.
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6.3.1 Surface Waves

Figure 67 shows the results of SWs propagating in two 20 pm

films separated by a 40 Pm GGG layer. The transducers are necessarily

external to the films, therefore, and the measurements are clearly

consistent with the excitation of a symmetric mode. This is in quali-

tative agreement with the computed coupling strength of Figure 66a.

Figure 68 shows results using two separate 48.3 pm films sandwiching 2

mil diameter Au wires. Figure 65 shows that this geometry should excite

the antisymmetric mode, and the experimental data of Figure 68 are

generally in agreement with this. However, the data are subject to

fairly large delay measurement error. In fact, the raw data showed

evidence of an interference-like ripple to it, suggestive of at least

some contribution from the symmetric mode. The predominant mode,

though, was the antisymmetric one.

6.3.2 Volume Waves

Some early results on volume waves have already been published

(see Appendix II). We report here on recent ones mostly taken on the

compositely grown double films. Figure 69 shows results for FVWs in

films of YIG, respectively measuring 20.5 pm and 19.8 pm separated by

18.6 Um of GGG. Agreement with the delay values calculated for the

symmetric mode is good. Figure 70 shows the same films with BVW

excitation, and here the agreement with calculation for the symmetric

mode is very good. The delay "spikes" seen near the top of the band

could be correlated with "spikes" in the amplitude response ($21).

However, at this time their origin has not been identified; possible

sources are width mode effects or walk-off effects due to a ground plane

(see Section 2.6). Figures 71 and 72 show a similar set of results for

two 20.2 Pm thick films separated by 11.4 pm of GGG. In both cases,

coupling to the symmetric mode is unequivocal with good agreement

between calculated and measured delay values. Overall, the FVW results

show the most delay noise, but the BVW results have prominent "spikes"
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Figure 67. Calculated and masured (.) delay values versus frequency
f or +k SWe propagating in two 20 umn thick YIG films spaced
40 pa apart; H -230G, transducer separation 1.27 cm, ground
plane spacings, respectively, 250 urn and 0.5 cm.
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Figure 68. Calculated and measured ()delay values versus frequency
for 4k SWs propagating L4 two 48.3 pmn thick YIG films
separated by 2 mi1 (52 pzm) diameter Au wires; H - 230G,
transducer separation 1 cm, ground plane spacings,
respectively, 550 pmn and 0.5 cm.
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Figure 69. Group delay versus frequency for forward-volume waves in a
YIG double film, respectively, measuring 20.5 pm and 19.8 um

separated by 18.6 um of GGG. Smooth curves are calculated
results for the symmetric mode (lower curve) and the antisym-

,. metric mode (upper curve). Jagged curve is measured result.
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Figure 70. The same as Figure 69 except results are for backward-volume
waves. Broken curves were calculated.
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Curve 741862-A
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Figure 71. Group delay versus frequency for forward-volume waves in a
YIG double film, respectively, measuring 20.2 m each and
separated by 11.4 Um of GGG. Smooth curves are calculated
results for the symmetric mode (lover curve) and the

* antisymmetric mode (upper curve). Jagged curve is the
measured result.
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Figure 72. The same as Figure 71 except results are for backward-volume
q waves. Broken curves were calculated.
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evident near the band edge. It should be noted that the calculated

results contain an assumed parameter in the form of 4wM = 1.800 kG.

Plans are in hand to measure this parameter in future programs.

Additionally, the internal bias field (H) is always inferred from the

frequency location of the band edge in the S2 1 data, i.e., 'H for FVWs

and YVH(H+41M) for BVWs. Lack of precise knowledge of the anisotropy

fields dictated this approach.

6.3.3 Adjustable Delay

Results of potential device value were taken on 48.3 pm YIG

films sandwiching Au wire transducers. These excite the antisymmetric

mode of FVWs, and calculations had shown this mode to have a region of

quasiconstant delay which could further be made adjustable by varying

the spacing between the films. Thus, Figure 73 shows results respec-

tively employing 1/2 mil and 2 mil diameter wire transducers. Agreement

with calculation is good, but the degree of parallelism of the results

over this large range of spacings was not adequate for consideration as

a practical variable delay device. However, if the spacing range is

restricted, more useful characteristics can be obtained. Figure 74

shows calculated results with the film spacing at 20 and 30 um,

respectively. This choice of parameters is better but requires some

mechanical ingenuity to implement the controlled close separation of the

YIG films. The surface wave calculated results shown in Figure 64b

suggest that this too may be a suitable geometry for variable delay.

6.3.4 Linearly Dispersive Delay

Calculations performed previously (see Appendix II) had shown

that the FVW symmetric mode in a double film could display an optimum

degree of delay linearity over approximately 1 GHz of bandwidth if the

film thickness-to-spacing ratio was 1:2. With this in mind, sample

E-146/E-138 was grown having 20 pm thick YIG films separated by 40 um of

• ,GGG. Figure 75 shows the delay measurements and calculation for this
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Figure 73. Calculated and measured (.) group delay values versus
frequency for antisymmetric FVWs propagating in two 48.3 ur
thick YIG films separated, respectively, by 12 um (upper

curve) and 50 um (lower curve); H - 2510G, transducer
separation 1 cm, ground plane spacings, respectively, 550 um
and 0.5 cm.
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Figure 74. Calculated delay versus frequency for atisymmetric FVWs

propagating in two 20 VrA thick YIG films spaced,
.: respectively, 20 and 30 Mm apart; H =750G, ground pl~ne!i"-:.'spacings 1 cm.
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Figure 75. Calculated and measured (jagged curve) delay versus
frequency for symmetric FVWs propagating in two 20 pm thick
YIG films spaced 40 Um apart; H - 2910G, ground plane

*, spacings, respectively, 635 pm and 0.5 cm.
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sample. As with previous measurements, the agreement with calculation

is good and an approximately linear delay variation is seen over 0.9 GHz

of bandwidth. As with the single-film-plus-ground-plane, there is a

slow W-shaped variation in delay superposed on the linear response.

However, the main source of present concern is not this but the more

rapid delay ripple most evident in the upper two thirds of the graph.

This type of rapid delay variation seems to be a common feature of many

of the measurements using FVWs and is mirrored in the amplitude

response. At present, its source cannot be identified with certainty,

but it is not due to any interference effect between symmetric and

antisymmetric modes, for example. Calculations show these modes to have

much too dissimilar wave numbers to give an interference pattern of the

periodicity shown in Figure 75. Their wave numbers differ by about one

order of magnitude more (100 cm- 1 ) than that required (10 cm- 1) to

produce the observed modulation effects.

6.4 Epitaxial Growth of GGG Films

Previous work(2 9 ) on the growth of multiple YIG films used a

lanthanum- and gallium-doped YIG layer, with low 4wH, as a nominally

nonmagnetic spacer between two high 4M layers. Here, work is described

on the epitaxial growth of gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) by l.p.e. as

a possible nonmagnetic, dielectric spacer medium between two YIG films.

Initial epitaxial growth was performed using one inch diameter GOG

substrates and the first of the melt compositions listed in Table 3.

Melt 1 is approximately the same as that reported previously (3 0 ) as a

polish for GGG. Films were grown from melt 1, but it was not possible

to supersaturate the melt by more than a few oC without the formation of

crystallites which floated on the melt surface and caused defects in the

epitaxial film. The composition of the crystallites was not determined,

but a comparison of the Ga203/Gd203 molar ratio (2) with the Fe203/Y203

ratio (>12) in a YIG melt indicated that the crystallites may possibly

be a second phase. Because of this, the amount of Ga203 in the melt was

doubled in composition 2 of Table 3. It was possible to supersaturate
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for l.p.e. owing to rapid PbO evaporation. In melts 3 and 4, the

PbO/B 203 ratio was kept constant but the (PbO + B203 )/(Gd2O3 + Ga203 )

ratio was increased. This decreased the saturation temperature to below

9500C as desired. The dependence of growth rate on melt temperature is

shown in Figure 76 for compositions 1 to 6.

X-ray measurements showed a lattice mismatch of approximately

0.006A for films of melts 1 through 4. This was anticipated since the

Czochralski-grown GGG substrate material is nonstoichiometric and has a

lattice parameter of 12.382A compared with the stoichiometric value of

12.376A. An epitaxial GGG layer 39 um thick was grown on a 20 pm thick

epitaxial YIG film which had been grown on a GGG substrate. The GGG and

YIG films were cracked on cooling to room temperature after growth.

Possible dopants which would decrease the GGG film to substrate mismatch

were, therefore, investigated.

Flux-grown GGG, SmGG (Sm3Ga5O1 2), and NdGG (Nd3Ga5O1 2) have

lattice parameters of 12.377, 12.433, and 12.502, respectively. Thus, a

lattice parameter of 12.382 to match Czochralski-grown GGG should be

obtained with films of composition Gd2 .7Smo. 3Ga5 O1 2 or Gd2 .8 6Ndo.14Ga5O1 2 ,

assuming Vegard's rule applies. The growth of Sm-doped GGG was

investigated with melts of compositions 5, 6, and 7. Sm:GGG films grown

from composition 3 showed a lattice mismatch of approximately zero.

Accurate matching of the lattice parameters of the film and substrate

was necessary since calculations showed that interesting and potentially

useful results are obtained with double YIG-film structures when the

dielectric spacing between the YIG film is approximately twice the YIG

film thickness. Thus, using 20 om thick YIG films, we have a total

epitaxial growth thickness of 80 um. This thickness of film will crack

when cooled to room temperature unless the lattice mismatch is <0.002A.

Surface quality of the Sm:GGG films is very important since a

second YIG layer will be grown over the Sm:GGG film. Two types of

defects were observed in the Sm:GGG films. The first, which was

initially found both on thick and thin films, resulted in areas which
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appeared "hazy." This appeared to be independent of melt composition

and growth temperature at least for the ranges covered in Table 3.

After considerable time and effort, the "hazy" effect was found to be

dependent upon the angle of the substrate relative to the melt.

Initially, substrates were held at an angle of 100 to the horizontal in

the l.p.e furnace to allow good drainage of flux from the substrate

following growth. This technique works successfully with epitaxial YIG

growth. However, it was found necessary to reduce the substrate angle

to < 20 in order to obtain haze-free GGG films on 2 inch diameter

substrates. Using such small substrate angles, the flux was not cleared

from the substrate until spinning commenced. The "haze" could be due to

finely divided particles on the melt surface which adhered to the

substrate as it was withdrawn, although examination of the melt surface

4 showed it to be clear with no evidence of crystallized particles on the

melt surface.

The second type of defect was a problem only on thick films,

> 30 um, and appeared to be due to garnet crystallites nucleated or

attached to the film surface during the growth period. This effect may

have been caused by spontaneous nucleation of garnet in the GGG melt,

which is possible since the melt may be below saturation temperature for

two hours or more during a growth run. Reliable techniques to minimize

this second type of defect were not developed, although it appeared that

the defect density was dependent upon the total time below the

saturation temperature.

Recently published work(3 1) has shown that GGG will crystallize

out of a PbO, B203 , Gd203 , Ga203 melt over a very wide range of

Ga203/Gd203 ratios, i.e., 1.33 < Ga203 < 25. Future work should

investigate the optimum melt composition for the growth of low-defect,

thick Sm:GGG films.

The YIG films grown for these experiments were typically 20 pm

thick and had a lattice mismatch of approximately 0.003A. The fmr

linewidth measured on samples grown under the same conditions was < 0.5
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Oe. Forward-volume wave transmission measurements(3 2) were performed on

the complete film after each growth step. It was found that the growth of

a Sm:GGG layer on top of the first YIG layer produced no detectable change

in the transmission loss except for those due to spacing the YIG film

further from the transducer. Several double YIG films each 20 pm thick but

separated by Sm:GGG layers of thickness in the range 10 Pm to 40 Pm were

produced to enable delay line measurements to be performed over a wide

range of YIG film spacings. The Sm:GGG films were grown from a melt of

composition 8 in Table 3. Note that with the growth of thick multiple

layers the tolerance to thermal shock decreases, and it was found necessary

to reduce the withdrawal rate from the furnace to prevent breakage.

A photograph of a smooth broken edge of a YIG/Sm:GGG/YIG/GGG

substrate structure is shown In Figure 77 at 320X magnification. The first

YIG layer, i.e., the lowest light band in the figure, was measured by an

optical interference technique to be 19 im thick. Based on this

calibration, the thickness of the Sm:GGG and top YIG layers are 39.6 Pm and

18.9 um, respectively. Following growth of the top YIG, film samples for

delay line measurements were cut to be 25 mm long and 5 mm wide. The ends

of the YIG strips were bevelled at an approximately 1/20 angle to prevent

reflections. The polished ends of two samples are shown in Figure 78. In

both cases the thickness of the first YIG layer was measured by an optical

interference technique and the thickness of the Sm:GGG and the top YIG

layer were estimated from measurements of weight gain. In this figure the

YIG layers appear as two bright horizontal bands. Device measurements

performed on these films were described in the preceding sections.

J
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Figure 77. Photograph (320X) of edge of broken YIG/Sm:GGG/YIG/GGG
substrate. GGG substrate is in bottom half of photograph. The
YIG layers show as light bands. The first YIG layer, i.e.,
lowest light band in figure was 19 Pm thick measured by optical
interference.
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(a) (b)

Figure 78. Polished ends of two double YIG film samples. (a) YIG
(19.6 uim), Sm:GGG (27.8 uim), YIG (19.8 jim). (b) YIG (20 uim),
Sm.GGG (40.4 uim), YIG (20.8 pim).
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7. CONCLUSIONS

' Magnetostatic wave delay lines have the potential for

implementation of low phase error (<200) variable delay lines using an

* "up-chirp" and "down-chirp" delay line in cascade. Calculations on

simple single film devices indicated that they will be suitable for use

*where the delay variation is less than 10 nS with bandwidth of >200

MHz. Techniques, such as variable ground plane spacings and

compensating transducer structures, which will further reduce the phase

error due to the MSW dispersive characteristics, have been developed.

These new techniques will allow construction of variable delay lines

with an approximately 100 nS delay range, required for large phased

array antennas, and also dispersive delay lines for use in compressive

receivers where differential delays of >200 nS over bandwidth in the

range 500 MHz to 1 GHz are desired.

Experimental verification of the predicted low phase errors has

been prevented by the presence of amplitude and phase ripple arising

from ultimode propagation, triple transit, etc. Reduction of ripple to

acceptable levels is seen as the most important direction for future

work. Ripple is discussed in more detail later in Subsection 7.1 of

these conclusions.

Studies of MSW propagation in arbitrary magnetized YIG films has

shown that electronically variable delay can be achieved in a single MSW

device. A delay variation of * 20% was achieved by a 240 change in

bias-field orientation. The device bandwidth was 150 MHz at a center

frequency in X-band.

* Beam steering of FVW has been studied experimentally and

explanations for this phenomena sought. Diffraction of the FVW at a

transducer edge is seen as the most likely cause. Beam steering is a
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potential cause of ripple on FVW delay lines but further work is

required to confirm this.

MSW propagation in double YIG films was studied both

theoretically and experimentally using both separate YIG films and

epitaxially grown YIG/Sm:GGG/YIG/GGG substrate structures. Agreement

between theory and experiment was very good. At present, double YIG

film structures show phase errors which are similar in magnitude to

those of single films with an appropriately spaced ground plane. Double

films, however, have the potential for lower insertion loss since the

resistive losses due to the ground plane can be reduced. Multifilm

techniques can also be extended to larger numbers of layers, e.g., three

or four YIG layers separated by GGG spacers yielding low phase error
delay lines. Multiple YIG film structures have the potential problem of

multiple mode propagation since the number of possible modes increases

with the number of layers. Transducer studies, however, indicate that

the desired modes can be excited preferentially, at least in double film

structures.

7.1 Ripple

Amplitude and phase ripple with origins other than MSW disper-

sion is at present the most significant obstacle to the systems

application of MSW delay lines. Two factors have to be considered, the

origins of the ripple and the accurate measurement of phase errors of

<200 at microwave frequencies. Assuming an automatic network analyzer

such as an HP 8409C is used, the optimum measurement technique may be to
"best fit" the phase measurements to a quadratic phase with frequency

V,

variation and display the phase error. This will require a software

modification for the 8409C.

Amplitude and phase ripple are intimately related and are due to

any mechanism which can cause either frequency selective coupling of the

desired mode into another nonpropagating or highly attenuated mode, or

interference between the desired mode and another signal. An example of
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the first mechanism is in coupling between FvW or SW and exchange(3 2 )

* spin waves, which produces regularly spaced narrow-band absorbtions or

"notches" in the delay line transmission response. This effect is most

severe with FVWs and is attributed to nonuniformities in the magnetic

properties through the thickness of the YIG film. Another example could

be scattering of the FVW into higher order thickness modes (or exchange

spin waves) by defects on the YIG film surface.

Interference can arise with signals due to end reflections,

transducer reflections, higher order thickness and width modes, and elec-

. tromagnetic feedthrough. End reflections can be minimized by use of some

absorbing material such as poly-YIG, recording tape, or thin resistive

metal on the ends of the delay line. The ends can also be bevelled in

thickness at a shallow angle, tapered in width, or damaged by sand-

blasting or rough polishing. Bevelling at an approximately 10 angle and

evaporation of a thin (<500A) aluminum layer have been found effective.

Prevention of transducer reflections requires that either the

coupling of the transducer to the 1SW is weak, which is usually not

desirable, or that the electromagnetic output port of the transducer is

well matched. The severity of ripple due to end or transducer
reflection, i.e., triple transit, can be estimated through use of simple

equations.

Amplitude ripple - 20 log [(1 + K1
2)/(l - K1

2)] dB peak to peak

Phase ripple - 2 tan-lK2 degrees .

Delay ripple 4 D K,2 nS

where Kl is the fraction of the incidence energy reflected and D is the

time delay for one transit. Some representative values are shown in

Table 4.

Similar relationships will hold for interference due to the

higher order modes. It can be seen from Table 4 that the most sensitive

parameter is the delay. Thus, care must be taken when specifying
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Table 4

REPRESENTATIVE VALUES FOR TRIPLE TRANSIT RIPPLE

KI  Amplitude Phase Delay Ripple
Ripple(dB) Ripple( °) Normalized

0.1 0.17 1.18 0.04

0.2 0.69 4.58 0.16

0.4 2.80 18.18 0.64

desired delay line characteristics. For example, it may be more

realistic to specify a phase ripple together with a maximum level for
"spurious" time-separated pulses rather than specify a maximum delay

ripple.

Higher order thickness modes are launched by the microstrip

transducer but, since their wave number increases rapidly with

frequency, their effects are confined to the low-frequency end of the

FVW band. Width modes are degenerate with the lowest order mode at high

wavenumbers but are nondegenerate at low wave numbers and if excited can

cause significant amplitude and delay ripple.( 33 ) Ripple due to width

modes can be avoided by using wide films so that the modes are almost

degenerate or by matching the driving transducer current distribution to

the field pattern of the desired mode. Transducer-mode field matchin6

is complicated in thick film by the effects of launching the MSW on the

current distribution. The radiation resistance into a FVW in a thick

film can be as high as 200 11/cm and, in a long transducer, results in an

exponential decay in current along its transducer length. A related

possible cause of ripple is the mechanism, whatever it is, which

produces beam steering of FVWs.

Ripple due to e.m. feedthrough can be reduced to negligible

levels with careful design of the delay line box.

In general, ripple is most severe in FVW delay lines using thick

YIG films (>30 pm) and is much less of a problem in SW and BVW
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devices. However, FVW devices are required since they can operate

at X-band and above with much wider bandwidths than SW devices and can

tolerate higher power levels in S-band than SW devices.

7.2 Future Work

-' Presently available HSW variable delay lines based on "up-chirp"

and "down-chirp" devices in cascade show characteristics which are

promising for some phased array applications. Effort in the short term

should be directed toward implementing these devices for systems use.

* Topics to be studied in the short term include, in approximate order of

importance:

1. Ripple reduction.

2. Transducer matching to minimize insertion loss.

3. Bias magnet design to reduce size and weight.

4. Tuning magnet design to minimize switching speed.

5. Temperature stabilization.

6. Resettability -- required for microprocessor control of variable
delay line and phase shifters.

7. Systems studies.

In the slightly longer term, techniques which will improve the

delay line performance should be studied. These include:

1. Low phase error techniques for single and double film devices.

2. Multiple YIG film structures.

3. Unidirectional transducers for low-loss volume wave devices.

4. Other variable delay techniques, e.g., variable bias field
angle, variable spacing between films.
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APPENDIX I

EXCITATION OF MAGNETOSTATIC WAVES BY COPLANAR STRUCTURES

The theory of excitation follows Emtage's method,( 9) save that

the normal component of magnetic field in the gaps is treated as the

excitatory agent, rather than the current itself. The field is later

related to the current through the shape factors s(k) described in

Section 2.7.

We consider waves travelling in the x direction on a ferrite

film between the planes y - d and y - 0. The lower plane is metallized,

apart from gaps along the z direction; currents flow along the z

direction, and all fields, etc. vary in the xy-plane only.

The boundary condition on the metallized plane is

By(y-O) - 0, except on the gaps. [Al]

As in reference 9, we define a relative surface permeability through

S -_iBy/PoHx. [A2]

The secular equation, from reference 9, with p8 - 0 on y - 0, is

*1+(p 1 0 22-P12
2+a 12 "-1  tanh 0 k d

Ps om = 1 "22 [A3]

1+(M2*1) --" -tanh B k d
-~ 12 0i22

where the * signs are taken as k is positive or negative, the terms oij

are the relative permeabilities of the ferrite layer, and where-I
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82 - l/I22.

In the plane y - 0, define the Fourier transforms of By and Hx through

SBk - By(x)e - dx,

Hk - f Hx(x)e-ikxdx.

From the definition of the surface permeability in Equation A2,

therefore,

X) f B (k)
S-Y---- e kdk

x ~2wP 6
0 p (k)

But pS(k) is zero at the roots k± of the secular equation,

Equation A3. Consider the positive root; the above relation yields

I By(k+)e 
k+ x

ik+x 0 ap 
]

I e dx'B (x)eik+x'
o 3p a/'k

From the boundary condition, Equation Al, By is zero everywhere except

on the gaps. The above relation therefore describes a wave originating

at the gaps in the conducting sheet and travelling to the right. From

reference 9, the power travelling to the right is

+ 1W 2 aP - P -+ "il +,

[A5]

1 2 k I o~ (k+)12/ ape1u5
4 4

where Hy(k+) is the Fourier transform of the field on the gaps.
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This relation can be expressed in terms of a radiation

. resistance, provided that we know the relation of Hy in the gaps ,; the

*current J. We assume a relation of the form

1Hy(k) y s(k)J, [A6]

where s(k) is the shape function in the text, and the factor 1/2 will be

explained below. The radiated power now has the form

p+= oK+ s(k+)2 J2 , [A7]

where the coupling constant K+ is

(+

Equation A3 for ps yields, at the roots s , =

*2 A8

* P12-1122

Substitution of appropriate expressions for the "iJ yields the equations

in the text for the surface wave-coupling constants.

The Fourier Transforms s(k)

The shape functions s are proportional to the Fourier transforms

of the normal field in the gap, normalized to the total current, as in

Equation A6.

We have no means of evaluating these functions when a magnetic

medium is present. The following expressions are therefore

approximations.

In vacuo, the tangential fields above and below the metal plane

are equal and opposite, and the change in tangential field is equal to

the current density Jz(x). Therefore,
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1
Hz(x,O+) -Hx(x,O-) = j Jz(x).

The magnetic fields are derived from the gradient of a potential H =V,

where

Ikx -Ikly
e

kk

It follows that

a1tHy(k)j - IHx(k)l I IJz(k)I. [A9]

This accounts for the factor 1/2 in Equation A6, and the radiated power

in Equation A7 can be set in the familiar form

P+ - u Kw'jz(k)j2 .

While this form is both familiar and exact in the theory of microstrips,

it is here only approximate, and it is Equation A5 that is exact.

The Fourier transforms in the text are obtained from the fact

that a field

J w 2 2 -1/2Hy =[(i)2--x21]1

in a gap is associated with a current density.

j =*2 2 w 21-1/2
2[x(x-) I

the * signs being on opposite sides of the gap. This form holds for
distances x short compared with the electromagnetic wavelength.

For the slot line we need only one such term, the current J

being the total current on one side of the line. The coplanar waveguide

has been approximated as a superposition of two such distributions, J

being the current in the center strip.
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syuam ithplumperlldlaccsmdes (smu smagned Comuider a mantcsystem extending beweI y..
Ems.) beom ina value at ahi -Inss cim be calculased and yw. The maeti pouendal 0 in Eq (3) must be small
fasmin value at the interfmo L av or below& (we 34 7k fsrfa thesysum. Forpamtivek, then theconstants in Eq.
twwsilowthuprsdmebmdrsdh (3)areCmOwhny>j., andD= - wbmy<y,... Inathe

*~~~ aynm wihm metal or vu For a ampl of N lay- vacuum 0ei, therfore,
astheorsNaiubraic it ja, yrlld themmie~rS -A ±1.I (Y >Ymm)p
tics; tis p-aiss aiperthanthe um metod of soving I'( 7.2sosm meowuation for thufelamluds &M M 1.(7<mm

We consider wave travelling along the x ais in a fi11m the upper or lower sign being taken as k ia positive or nega-
bounded by plumes, = cosmt The Aded hband flu density b tive. If one of the limits ofthe systenm is a perfectly conduct.
we ing metal layer, where b, - 0, then the boundary condition

________________becomes

"Wk seppoe i s Von by U. & Air F IRADC) u~ a', mtlyr)(fb
0110 P196284.IftA-0 (eaOayr..b
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*.. Suppose that p'is known in the planey =yY and that a C/Din Eq. (3) can be found from/s '(y), and/ '(y2) can then
continuous medium extends between y, and Yz. The ratio be calculated. The result is

22= A&V 1) + [P 2 I (7)
022 + Jb') +,1210 tanh A(VI - Y2)

Therefore we can use Eq. (7) to iterateii Ifrom an upper (or (9) then give
lower) surface where it is known, through Eqs. (6), until we
reach another surface where it is known. The secular equa- - = thk T4&22 , (10)
tion is obtained by requiring that these values be the same. P "LMU + 1 -4p 2

More generally, in a system ofN layers there are discon-
tinuities at YI2* .* YN + ILY, > Y2, etc.); A's,,) and P s('v +, ) which is the usual result for a single layer.
are known from the boundary conditions. Denote by 1A }
the value ofp' at y, calculated from all layers above y,, and 2. Dotle laye
byp '(y }) the value found from all layers below y,. Thus We consider the system sketched in Fig. I. Upper and

/iy'-.' )'2) •.• .--sp(, ), lower layers of thicknesses d, and d2 are separated by a vacu-
(8) um layer extending between y = 0 and y = t. There are

/Av ,v )-{Y} • - "-,so(,,), ground planes at distances s, above the upper layer and s2

.+ .i. below the lower layer.
where the sign --o means "leads to." The secular equation is The surface permeabilities at the ground planes are

. A' ,) = p(y).. (9) IA' = 0, from Eq. (6b). At the upper and lower magnetic sur-

The use of this procedure is demonstrated in the following faces, therefore, Eq. (7) gives

section. IA*(t + d -tanh ks,I

B. Secular equatons p( - d 2)= - tah As,.

I. Sivk/ayer These ratios tend to ± I when s is large, as Eq. (6a) requires.

For a magnetic layer extending between y = 0 and From Eq. (7), the surface permeabilities at the edges of the
y - d we have#'(d) -- I1'(0)= 1. Equations (7) and central vacuum layer are

p' , tanh ks, + V ItAl 1-(I2 1','t tanh ks|1W t anhPtkd,
, t"(t ) = pZ [tanh ks, + IA - I tanh k, ' (11)

O) " tanh ks, + [A u2P( -( U21)2 + 12 1h ks2W tanh 2 kd2

1"22 + tanh k 2 - p"I ]# 'tanh8kd2

These quantities each involve the properties of one layer where the D 's are defined in Eq. (12). When kt is large and
only. The secular equations for waves of positive or negative positive, the second term represents a weak interaction be-
k on either layer alone (together with the associated ground tween modes that belong predominantly to each film
plane) are separately.

D"a#"()±l=o, D'I-W"1(0):l=0. (12)
3. Symmetric system

The interaction of the films through the vacuum layer When the two interacting layers are of the same mater-
between 0 and t is obtained by calculatingp 10) from p *1); al and thickness, with equidistant ground planes, it is still not

Eq. 17) gives thecasethatDI - (D
2 1 unlessp, 2 = 0. This inequality is

associated with the fact that D"' is constructed from P ',

.(0) = ()+ [i -p"(:)tanh kt (13) while D "I is constructed fromp "'. It is therefore impossible
I + (t )tanh kt to obtain symmetric or antisymmetric modes except in the

On equating this to p '"(0), we obtain the secular equation case of volume waves (Pl 12 = 01.
In a symmetric system with A12= -0, Eqs. (Il) yield

D'' D1 1 -D D'22 e-2A=O, (14) P":)= up (0; from Eq. (14), we And

3724 J. APP. Ph., Vol. 53.N. 5. Maylg M, ROW and P. R. E fta 3724
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H 40D -4- 4 00 .1

4.5 
SSW

I t, -M -10
-d0 2t 3~

2 20

Microns Microns
G. 1. Double YIG film configuration; the direction of H allows

opasation of Fvws. FIG. 2. if components of magnetization in,.in, -) and field 1h,
as at function of distance normal to the plane of (wo 20-u-thick films
spaced 40ja apart: L.H. curves-FVWs if= 9.4 GHz. k, = 1124~3
cm ',k, - 256.75 cm-I; R.H. curves-BVWs f- 10.25 GHz.

k,= 122.83 cm % , 268.84 cm

#AIo) =tanh - ki, (even in i)
2

= coth -Lkr (odd in I) Ill. RESULTS
2 A. Calculations

The subsequent results were obtained from numerical
These modes are identified as even or odd in the magneto- solutions of Eq. I7) (for dissimilar films Eq. 14 is solved).
static potential because, in the central vacuum region, they Unless noted otherwise the following parameters were used:
correspond to h- cosh k[y - (I/2)t 1, sinhk [y -(I /2)t , S, = S2 = 1 cm; 4rM, = 41M, = 1.8 kG; HV = 3,214
respectively (the planey = (Il/2)t is the center of the system)]. kG and H,,,, 2.991 kG. This equation yields two sets of

*.Volume waves exist only in the rgon A 11022 < 0. The roots which have been termed the symmetric (S) and anti-
quantity ,6 in Eq. (4) is then imagiruary, and we define symmetric (A ) modes. Each set corresponds to a fundamen-

a 2  _6= _ P 11/022 (16) tal thickness mode and an infinite sequence of higher-order

The secular equation is now

tan a/cd = A22a 1tanh ks + A1(7)01.
~2 2  us"P0tanh ks

where1A'(0) is given in Eq. (15). I- l Wn3
In the following discussion we shall always refer to the

fundamental mode as symmetric, even through, for back.
ward volume waves, that mode is odd in the magnetostatic 9.4
potential. For these waves the applied magnetic field is along
the x axis, so the excursion in the magnetization is in they 9.0
direction. An odd magnetostatic potential therefore gives -408D 10

Prise to a symmetric excitation of the system, and we regard Wvnnte c
the excitation as more significant than the potential.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows the rf field 10. 2
parameters m,() and h,, y) for FVWs and m, (y) and h. () 0
for DVWs. The particular examples chosen were for two 9' .& 01 30 Pm V

J4 Raum of equal thickness 201&, spaced 40Ou apart. The ordinatei ~values in Fig. 2 were derived from a magnetostatic potential q-
function normalized to unity on the lower face of filmn no. 2.
The static bias field (H) and frequency (f) were chosen to 9
yield approximately equal wavev'ector(k) values for the sym- 0 50 1OD 150 MOo 5
tnetic FY W and BVW modes. It will be noted that the sym- GrouJp Msay I nS?
nweric mode, asjudged from the symmetry ofthe magnetiza- FI.3DspronadrupelycrsfrasmetiFV
tion, is in both came the fundamental mode, as judged from pFIG.t. Dien a group-i dls curvtes filma syerin FVW.

*the wavenumber. parameter~ 4mM, -4mM, - 1.8 10. H = 3.214 ItO, S, - S, I cm.

WO1 J. APOi. Ph. Vol. 53, No.5,. May 1962 M. R. Don*e and P. R. Emntage 3725
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7AA FIG. 4. Dispersion and group delay
4 2 curves for FYWs and DVWs propa-

gating in 2O..s-thick films separated
0 200 400 600 am 10000 2oo 4 6oo am low by 40 ps. The differences between

tuveflumbal (cm-11 WaINurlaf I Cifi') the symmetric (S I and antisymmetric

10.4 - (A) modes are illustrated; other pa-
10.4 rameters as in Fig. 3 except

S A H. = 2.991 kG. t~v= 30 /A.

O 0 0 150 2W0 25D0 so 100 ISO M% 290
*Group ety InS I Group Ofay I nS

modes. The group delay data are the derivatives no. 2 for the FYW geometry. In Fig. 5 (upper) between 9 and

[ [(1121r)(dk /df )] of the dispersion curves expressed in nS for 10. 12 GHz, 4 ,, (l) < 0 and IA, (2) > 0 for H = 3.214 kG. Film
a I-cm path length. We recognized that Eq. 14 or 17 can no. I supports most of the magnetostatic volume wave which
yield a substantial harvest of results from the permutation of decays exponentially in film no. 2. This is shown by the po-

*all the parameters they contain. However, the following gen- tential plots in Fig. 6. Both the S- and A-modes show this
eralities did emerge: interesting results, i.e., results signifi- decay feature in filmn no. 2, however, the symmetry features
candly different from those of FVW or BVW propagation in are now gone and the terms symmetric and antisymmetric
single filmo, are obtained from films of equal or nearly equal no longer describe the rf parameters. At 10.12 GHz
thickness;. useful results in the context of yieldng linear or # (2- ± co and a discontinuity appears in the dispersion
constant group delays are obtained from films spaced I to 2 curves. Above 10. 12 0Hz both #.'s are negative and "nor-
film thicknesses apart. mar" propagaton resumes. the dispersion curves restart at

In Fig. 3 (upper) we illustrate the effects of different
interaction strengths for the symmetric mode for FYWs in
20-p thick films. When the film separation t is zero the dis-
persion curve is appropriate to a FVW in a single alesced 1.
film of 40-IA thicknaoss. When t-w. the dispersion corre- ILO
spon trn a P/W in an isolated 201A hilm. The film separa- .

1 has a significant effect on the group delay and we note 5
parentnetically that avalue of t = 30# gives auseful range of 105A

quasilinear delay from approximately k = 100 to k = 1000 10.0-
cm. 9.5 S

Figure 4 shows the dispersion and group delay results
for the fundamental S- and A-modes of FYWs and BVWs in 90
two 20-p-thick films. From an applications point of view it
was generally found that the S-mode has quasilinear group 11.0 T

delay variation with frequency and the A-mode shows some ils A
region of quasiconstant delay. The t values of 40,u for the ~1.
FYW and 30 A& for the BVW were in fact found to give opti-
mum group delay linearity over bandwidths of about 1 0Hz 10.0-

for the S-mode. 9
One feature peculiar to double films was found for those

of different magnetizations. In an external bias field Ho thefte.
films have different operating bandwidths for magnetostatic I
waveexcitation [yR to )1H(H + 4rM)112 1 duetodifferent N o 30 2
demagnetizing fields and different 4wM values. For overlap. AWlweuflbf I cm I1

ping, but not coincident, bandwidths the dispersion relatons
are discontinuous. This is iUustrated in Fig. 5 for mragnetiZa FIG. 5. Disperion curves for FVWs and DVWs propagating in films

-ton of18ad14,,rsetvl.I h nenlba of equal thickness but different magnetizations; 4rM, 1.8 kG.
atios o 1. an 1. kG repectvel. I th inernl ~ 4,Mz - 1.4 kG. I 40p,. S, -5S, - I cm. Mr.. (in film no.

field in film no. I isfHlthen it isH + 4.M -4M 2) in film 1) 3.214 kO.Iiavw -2."91 tG.

3726 J. Appi. Phys.. Val. 53. No. S. May 1 W2 M. R. Danie &Md P. R. Emntag. 3726
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2K FVW Double Film Antisymmn WAde

0. -140

0. 4 Mal 1l) :L kG k s IXU 2 c m 1

-a 11 -i4 o o l

8400 130 MHZ/Div 9700

0.8 FIG. 8. Experimental results of group delay vs frequency for an FVW

0.4 A-mode in two 20-p-thick YIG films spaced 25 p aparn.

N K N be either fine wires or conducting metal strips defined photo-

V1 lithographically. In the first experiment configuration (a)
0 2D 4 A l o was used. Two 20-y-thick 'fIG films, grown epitaxially on

Omenca In Mkmes gadolinium gallium garnet substrates, were cut into rectan-
FIG. 6. Magisotatic: potential as a function of distance normal to gular samples 3 mm by 25 mm. The transmitting and receiv-
the plane of two 20-1s-thick films spaced 40 # apart supporting a
FVW: upper curve. the first or fundamental mode, lower curve, the ing transducers were 25-1u-diam gold wires which also acted

*first overtone, as the spacers to keep the films 25 /1 apart. Group delay
measurements were performed on a network analyzer (HP
model 9410B) under computer control (HP model 9845B).

k -. ForDBVWswith Hin the plane oftae films themeis no The static bias field was provided by a 12-in. Varian magnet.
*change in the internal bias field H. but the upper frequency The results for FV Ws are shown in Fig. 8 and for BVWs in

limit is down shifted in filmn no. 2 due to the lower 4jrM2 Fig. 9. From the geometry of Fig. 7(a) the rf field h, has odd
valme In fig. 5 (lower) above 10. 15 0Hz #24 1) < 0 and symmetry in the films. Hence, by Fig. 2 the FVW should be
#22(2)>O0, the BVW is carried primarily in filmno. I with an an A-mode and the BVW an S-mode. Comparing the group
exponential decay in film no. 2. At 10.1 IS Hz, #242) aa 0, delay results in Fig. 4 with the experimental results confirms
but the proPagabOU cOnstant P is singular since this deduction. In fact, the experimental results were found
,$ _ l/(Ws,,j 2 and a disconuty in the dispersion curves to be in very good agreement with calculation. There was
result Below 10. 15 GHz bothp's are negative and "normal" considerable interest in trying to excite the FVW S-mode

ro"Petion occums due to its linear group delay behavior. Transducer configu-

I. Exp1UIW11S ration 7(b) was chosen for this. The transducers were made
a from gold ribbon 12 ,u by 50,u in cross section. These were
Three possible transducer configurations for exciting driven by antiphase currents from a microstrip power divid-

mnagnetostatic waves in a double film are shown in Fig. 7.
The conductors supporting the microwave currents J could

330 T
t B'JW Oouble film- Sym. to

210

117

1301
83D0 80 MHZ/DIY 9100

FIG, 7. Three possible tranaducer geometries for the exicitation of FIG. 9. Experimental results of group delay vs frequency for a BVW
melgiatostatic waves in a double film structure. S-mode in two 20-p-thick YIG films spaced 25 Ai apart

27W J. Appl. Pihys., Val. 53, No. S. May 1962 M. R. Don*q and 0 R. Emtage 3727
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20 I mode is being launched with some interference from a
FVW Double Film weaker S-mode. Physically the reason for the low K,, (S) for

FVWs is that the fields from the opposing current elements
will tend to cancel, particularly as the elements are brought

130 -close together. A solution to this problem is clearly to use the
external configunation of Fig. 7(c). In Fig. 11 (lower left)

too K.. (S) > K.. (A ) but K., (A) is not negligible and such a
S O"transducer arrangement will still be susceptible to launching

the A-mode if any asymmetries exist. Experiiments have not
90 "yet been performed with the Fig. 7(c) geometry because the

gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) substrates, supporting

I09D WVhW V Zh the YIG films, were too thick (5WOis) to allow close place-
ment of the gold ribbon transducers for effective coupling.

FIG. 10. Experimental results of group delay vs frequency for a Experiments are planned to grow two YIG films directly on
FVW in two 20-p-thick YIG films spaced 50 1 apart and using the a thin GO spacer.
transducer geometry of Fig. 7(b).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using a technique termed "surface permeabilities" a
general expression was derived for the dispersion relation of

er. The transducer pair elements and films were kept apart magnetostatic waves propagating in two ferrimagnetic films
by several layers of a commercial polymer film (Saran wrap). coupled by their close proximity. From the symmetry of the
The group delay results are shown in Fig. 10. The two note- rf magnetization within the films two sets of modes were
worthy features of these results are the substantial noise or identified for FVWs and BVWs termed the symmetric and
interference and the delay behavior more characteristic of an antisymmetric, respectively. Additionally, two films of dif-
,A-mode, see Fig. 8. ferent static magnetization (4mrM) were found to support a

At this juncture it was decided to perform a coupling magnetostatic wave in a frequency range normally outside
constant calculation the details of which are given in the that for propagation in the lower value film. Group delay
Appendix. The calculations could only be readily performed measurements were performed on epitaxially grown YIG
for equal films with ground planes far away-a situation double films which confirmed the dispersion analysis and
which fortunately described the experimental conditions. mode identification. However, coupling constant calcula-

We term the coupling constants K,,,, when the wires are tions for the two modes showed that the relative excitation

between the films, as in Fig. 7(b), and K.,.,, when the wires strength of each was transducer geometry dependent. In

are outside the films, as in Fig. 7(c). Figure 11 shows the practice, it may prove difficult to always excite one desired
results of these calculations. The results of Fig. 10 for FVWs mode without stimulating the second to some degree.

are now explainable by the curves of Fig. 11 (upper left).
Since K, (A )>Kj., (S) any asymmetry in the magnitude or V. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

geometry of J, and J2 will cause some A-mode generation. The authors would like to recognize Dr. J. D. Adam for
Ideally, for S-mode generation J, = - J2 exactly. Figure 10 his sustained interest and stimulating discussions regarding
suggests that significant asymmetry exists and mostly A- all aspects of magnetostatic waves. The continued technical

., mm 3 oaI$

AA FIG. II. Coupling constants as a-- . _ unctioa of freqtuency for the excite.
0 tion of FVW and BVW S. and A.

modes in two 20-p-thick films;4WM, - 4rM3 - 1.8 kG, Hpyw
=3.214 kG, ilw - 2."91 kG, S,

- ~'and S2-* + a, respectively.

Ffrew ic, I CHI) Fro~j " I CHI)
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assistance of J. Kerestes throughout the work is also grate-
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APPENDIX: COUPUNG TO A CURRENT in which K is a coupling constant,

We shall treat the generation of magnetostatic waves in K - [,'(o)]2/k - [j (Ol - (MP(0)]. iAf)
the system sketched in Fig. 7(b), where the stimulating cur- 3k
rents J, and 12 are between the two films. Results for exterior This definition differs by a factor of two from that used in
currents, as in Fig. 7(c), are given at the end. The method is Ref. 4, because there are two films (see belowl.
that of Ref. 4, except that two sheets of current are present.
The influence of the ground plane will be neglected. Symmetric system

Let b, (y and h, (y) be the Fourier transforms of b, and For two equal films with A 2 = 0, text Eq. (I5) is, at the
h. in the plane y =const. roots of the secular equation,

b,(xpy) = bk (y)edk, etc. A'(0) = tanh I kt, (even modes),
2wr f 2

The current sheet J, in y = t gives rise to the field I=coth-kt, (odd modes).discontinuity 2
h5(xt +) - h,(x,t - ) = -j(x). From Eq. (A3) we find, = ± I for even and odd modes. The

Upon taking Fourier transforms, using the definitions ofA' total power radiated in the positive direction is the sum of
*# ", p * in Eqs. (5) and (8), and noting that b, is continuous powers in even and odd modes

acrossy =t, we obtain P =-L [(j2 +j,) 2Ke+ +(j 2 -j,)
2K0+ I. A7)

" ijoi(k Wu*(t juM(t) 2
% N(AI) Note that, for widely separated films and j, = 0, only the[ +(ut ) -_0101)

wherej,(k) is the Fourier transform of the currentjj(x). lower film is excited and K = K . The radiated
' It is convenient to obtain the total field in the plane power is then P + = oAMj2K , which agrees with the defi-

y = 0, where the second current sheet J2 flows. The algebra is nition in Ref. 4 for coupling to a single film.
greatly simplified if we note that we shall later integrate bk The permeabilities in Eq. (A6) are given in text Eqs. (II)
over k in order to obtain the field at large distances The and (13). Evaluation in the case of a symmetric system with-

dominant contribution comes from the pole at =I" , and out a pound plane gives
we can use this substitution everywhere except in the de- K = 2k -2d+1 22t- 2 2

. nominator. In the planey = 0, the feld b (k due to J, is found X (2d II + t)(/s'(0))- 21 -. (AS)
!tobe This form holds equally for odd and even modes.

b('(O)= irjpo(p'(0)] (A2)k ,"(0) - 01"0)] 1 (A) xterior current

where When the current sheets lie outside the magnetic films,

r = cosh kt - p (0J)sinh kt. (A3) as in Fig. 7(c), an extension of the above argument yields a
power dissipation similar to that in Eq. (A7), except that the

The total flux due to both currents is a similar quantity pro- coupling constants are multiplied by a numerical factor
portional to j 2 + rj,. Upon taking Fourier transforms, the
travelling field on the right of the transducer is found to be K, = K [ I -- ,22('(0))- 2 ]

b tt - * 0)]2 (ia + ri' JalW-.u, (A4) A9
b,"x) (d/ak ) L"o0) - rile (M)

where k is now the root of the secular equation.
It is shown in the Appendix of Ref. 4 that the power

travelling to the right is
'L R. Adkins and H. L. Glass. Electron. Lett. S. 503 (1980%.

" .2 4 - #P. Griinberg' J. AppI. Phys. S1, 4338 (19801.2 k a -'H. Sasaki and N. Mikoshiba. J. Appl. Phys. 52, 35"6 (19811.
4 P. R. Etase. J. AppI. Phys. 49, 4475 (19781.

whee Is and/ I are fotund in the sme plane. On using Eq. "'his concept of surface permeability is similar to that of surface im-
(A) to obtain h ib,/ ', we obtain pedance used in electrical engineering problems.
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APPENDIX III SURFACE WAVE GENERATION

The generation of surface magnetostatic waves by a single

current sheet has been calculated by the method used for volume waves in

Appendix Il Symmetrically placed current sheets were not considered,

because the inherent asymmetry of surface waves renders selective

excitation unlikely. Ground planes are ignored, because our principal

interest is in finding out which type of mode is most strongly generated.

No algebraic simplification has been possible. We give our

results for equal films of thickness d separated by a distance t. Define

'i'-' tall " ta22 "1a , a 2 ,

S - + 1 as k-

Surface permabilities at the upper and lower boundaries of the central

space, and in its middle, are

SP + ( 2- 2_SK) tanh kd
+ " +(S+K) tanh kd 9

2 2Su + ( - +SK) tanh kd
Vi + (S-c) tanh kd 9

u(+) + tanh (kt/2) .(0)1 =+ u(+) tanh (kt/2)

For a current outside the films, and adjacent to the lower layer, the

coupling constant is

K - -1/2kdQ,

where
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2 2-K2 +(-()+p-
Q - sech kd 1' '

U~+6'(-)+c) tanh kd

+ Pi - (,c-S) tanhkkd d 1 sech 2 kt ~K

2_22 -ii-)tahkt *, K -, Ka(S+ii(+))-Su~(+)
+ sech kd 1 + ut(+) tanh kt- P + (ii(+)+c) tanh kdJ

I

For a current between the two films (which is the only position in which

symmetry requires that K K ),we find for positive k

K u-pU(O) 2I2kdQ,

wh~ere

Q sech 2kd - U(0) tanh kt . V2 -K KcKU+
1 + v(+) tanh h kt U'+ (1+Kc) tsnh kd

+I+P(0) tanh 2 kt u -1-K,+(1-K)Vi(-)

1 (-) tanh kt pi+ (-) tanh kdJ

+A eh2 { 1t I P(+)P(O) 1 - (-)Vj(O) }
1 sc +k 1 (+ tanh~k + 1-p-) T-tanh kt
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